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ABSTRACT
People conduct travel to engage in a variety of activities every day. Their
activities include working, dining, shopping, and so forth. Their travels include trips to
these activity locations. Each individual may have the same or a different schedule of
travels and activities (T-A for short) on different days. A group of individuals may have
similar or completely different daily T-A routines. Human T-A behaviors are very
complex. Similarities and differences in space, time, and attribute exist among different
individuals and on different days. Modeling human T-A patterns at the individual and
collective levels is a research challenge in the field of geography and transportation.
Previous methods for modeling collective T-A patterns failed to combine the spatial and
temporal dimensions. For individual T-A pattern modeling, existing methods do not
combine travel and activity events in one model nor do they make a connection between
them.
This research aims to develop effective methods to model urban population
collective activity patterns and individual daily T-A patterns. To accomplish this, the
proposed method for modeling collective activity patterns identified the locations and
times of activity hot spots in a large, metropolitan city, San Francisco, and tracked the
evolvement process of these hot spots over time. GPS trajectory data of 536 taxi cabs
over twenty-two days in San Francisco were analyzed to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method and reveal collective activity patterns across the city and over time.
Taxi passengers' pick-up and drop-off locations and times were extracted from the
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trajectories and treated as passengers' activity instances. Census tracts with a significantly
large number of activity instances during a one-hour interval were defined as activity hot
spots. The evolving process of activity hot spots included emergence, expansion,
stableness, shrinkage, displacement, and decease. This process was evaluated relative to
the hot spot status at the census tract that hosted the hot spot and its neighboring tracts at
two consecutive time intervals. The results indicated that collective activity patterns on a
weekday were substantially different from those on a weekend day, and historical
average data might be used to predict up-coming collective activity patterns. The
proposed method for individual daily T-A pattern modeling identified the most frequent
daily T-A events and their sequential relationships. The T-A events of an individual in
one day was represented with a sequence of T-A elements. Daily T-A sequences of an
individual from different days were grouped based on element similarity. The
representative sequences of each group revealed the individual's different daily routines.
GPS trajectory data for two individuals living in the northern area of Beijing was used to
demonstrate the proposed method. The results showed that an individual might have
several different daily T-A patterns or no apparent pattern. The proposed methods
provide researchers with tools to study complex T-A behaviors of urban people, and calls
into question a fundamental assumption in transportation geography that each individual
repeats their T-A routine every day (Huff and Hanson 1986; Hanson and Huff 1988;
Stopher and Zhang 2011). Further testing of this assumption may change the current
design of transportation surveys as well as the modeling of transportation demand, urban
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planning, traffic management, the delivery of Location-Based Services (LBS), and other
services.

xiv

I. INTRODUCTION

Research Problem
Every individual conducts a number of travels (e.g., a trip from home to the
workplace, a trip from home to a grocery store, etc.) and activities (e.g., working,
exercising, shopping, etc.) every day. The number, type, location, time, and order of these
daily travels and activities (T-A for short) may be particular to each person on each day.
For each individual, T-A may be similar in some days and very different in other days. A
group of individuals may share the same daily T-A routines, while others may have very
different ones. In short, human T-A behaviors are very complex. Repetitions and
variations exist in each individual’s daily T-A behaviors. Similarities and differences can
be found among different individuals. Spatial, temporal, and attribute information is all
involved to describe individual or collective T-A behaviors. Thus, modeling human T-A
patterns at the individual or a collective level has been a research challenge for
transportation and geography researchers.
Previous studies have used different methods for modeling T-A patterns at the
individual level and collective levels. For collective activity pattern modeling, descriptive
statistical methods summarize the characteristics (e.g., average time spent on different
types of activities in a day) of activities conducted by a group of people and associate
them with socioeconomic characteristics (e.g., Van Der Hoorn 1979; Ding, Lu, and
Zhang 2016); however, neither activity location nor timing is incorporated in the patterns.
The space-time graph method identifies representative space-time graphs to represent
typical daily T-A patterns of individuals (Recker, McNally, and Root 1985; Chen et al.
2011); however, absolute activity locations are not incorporated in the model. The
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Sequence Alignment Method (SAM) discovers typical daily activity patterns for different
groups of people (e.g., Joh, Arentze, and Timmermans 2005; Wilson 2008). Similar to
the space-time graph method, it is suitable for discovering different lifestyles, but cannot
reveal the citywide activity landscape, nor the changes of this landscape over time.
Activity density surfaces method reveals citywide activity patterns but fails to show how
the pattern changes over time (e.g., Kwan 2000; Chen et al. 2011). A new space-time
modeling technique needs to be developed to combine the spatial and temporal
dimensions. This technique would not only identify collective activity patterns across the
city landscape but also trace the evolvement of the patterns over time.
For individual daily T-A pattern modeling, the daily activity sequence method
identifies representative daily activity patterns accounting for activity ordering, type, time
and/or other attributes, but ignores the locations of activities and the travels between them
(e.g., Pas 1983; Huff and Hanson 1986; Hanson and Huff 1988). The activity location
modeling method generates probabilistic models for transitioning between anchor
locations, but does not reveal an individual’s daily T-A in a sequenced manner (Ashbrook
and Starner 2003; Hariharan and Toyama 2004). The travel route modeling method
reveals an individual’s frequently traveled routes but ignores activities; also it does not
reveal an individual’s daily T-A in a sequenced manner (e.g., Liu and Karimi 2006; Qiao
et al. 2010). The Stops and Moves Model identifies frequent stops and moves from
trajectory data, but fails to make a connection and order among them (e.g., Alvares et al.
2007a; Grengs, Wang, and Kostyniuk 2008). In summary, existing individual daily T-A
pattern modeling methods fail to combine daily travels and activities in one model and,
further, do not make connections between them.
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Research Purpose
The need of analyzing and understanding human T-A behaviors is the drive for
developing new T-A pattern modeling techniques. Without effective modeling
techniques, people's understanding of human T-A patterns may be biased. For example, a
widely accepted assumption in transportation geography states that each individual
follows a daily routine in conducting his T-A, and the T-A behaviors of a sample on one
randomly assigned day is representative of the overall daily T-A patterns of the
population (Huff and Hanson 1986; Hanson and Huff 1988; Pas and Sundar 1995;
Stopher and Zhang 2011). Most travel surveys, transportation demand modeling, and T-A
behavioral analysis have been carried out with the assumption. It has rarely been
questioned or examined partially due to a lack of long-term T-A behavioral data from a
sufficient sample and space-time modeling techniques to reveal day-to-day variations in
individual and collective T-A patterns.
This research proposed effective techniques to model urban population space-time
collective activity patterns and individual daily T-A patterns. For collective activity
pattern modeling, previous methods lack a full treatment regarding the spatial and
temporal dimensions. The space-time collective activity pattern modeling technique
developed in this research identified urban areas with dense human activities as urban
activity hot spots. Urban dynamic activity patterns were revealed by tracing the
development processes of these activity hot spots.
Hot spot detection is one of the techniques in spatial statistics that identifies high
density areas of randomly distributed spatial events (Lawson 2010). Traditional local
indicators of hot spots such as Local Moran's I, Getis-Ord G, and Geary's C identifies
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only the locations of hot spots during a particular time period (Anselin 1995). In another
word, the time dimension is not incorporated in these methods. Although researchers can
divide the study time period into multiple time intervals and apply these local indicators
in each time interval, the changes in hot spot patterns among different time intervals can
be seen. However, the connections between patterns at consecutive time intervals cannot
easily be traced.
Space-time statistical techniques for revealing spatial-temporal patterns were
developed by a few researchers. However, Knox and Bartlett's (1964) contingency table
method and the extended K-function method by Diggle et al. (1995) are both global
indicators for space-time clustering. They cannot provide information about where and
when the hot spots are and how the hot spots evolve. The Space-Time Permutation Model
in SaTScan (Kulldorff et al. 2005) extended the search window from a circle to a
cylinder, where the time dimension was added. This method reports on where and when
the hot spots are, but cannot address how the hot spots evolve through time. GeoDa
(Anselin 2005) adapted the Bivariate Spatial Correlation method (Wartenberg 1985) to
detect space-time correlations between the observations of the same variable at a center
cell and its surrounding cells through two consecutive time periods. However, only two
variables can be considered at a time: either the center value at time one and the neighbor
value at time two, or the center value at time two and the neighbor value at time one. This
method does not provide a whole picture of the hot spot development between two
consecutive times. All four variables (including the center value at time one, the neighbor
value at time one, the center value at time 2, and the neighbor value at time 2) are needed
to assess the development process of hot spots, but the method in GeoDa only considers
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two variables at a time. Thus, a new space-time statistical technique needs to be
developed to reveal not only the location and time of activity hot spots but also the
development process of the hot spots.
The proposed space-time collective activity pattern modeling technique identified
the location and time of activity hot spots in a large metropolitan city using Poisson
distribution. An activity hot spot was defined as a spatial unit with a significantly large
number of activity instances during a certain time period. An activity instance was
defined as an activity conducted by one person at a particular location and time. Then the
hot spot status of a center unit and its neighboring unit between two consecutive hour
intervals were combined to determine the development stage of a hot spot. A total of six
development stages were defined for a hot spot: emergence, expansion, stableness,
shrinkage, displacement, and decease. These were regarded as a hot spot six-stage life
cycle. By tracing the development stages of activity hot spots in an urban area, dynamic
collective activity patterns were revealed. Thus, temporal variations (such as hour-to-hour
and day-to-day) in collective activity patterns can be assessed.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, GPS trajectory data of
536 taxi cabs over twenty-two days in the city of San Francisco were used to reveal
collective activity patterns across the city and over time. Taxi passengers' pick-up and
drop-off locations and times were extracted from the trajectories to represent taxi
passengers' activity instances. As taxi passengers’ activities mainly involve business,
tourism, and entertainment types, other types of urban activities were underrepresented,
such as grocery shopping, daily commuting, etc. Thus, the activity hot spots detected and
the dynamic collective activity patterns discovered in this research as a demonstration of
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the proposed method and analysis mainly reveal urban commercial, tourism and
entertainment activity patterns at a certain level.
For individual daily T-A pattern modeling, previous methods failed to combine
travels and activities in one model or observe the order of travels and activities as they
occur during a day. The proposed space-time technique encoded one individual's one-day
T-A events in a sequence with location, time, and transportation mode information. By
analyzing these daily T-A sequences of an individual with Sequence Alignment Method
(SAM), representative daily T-A sequences can be found, which reveals the individual's
daily T-A routines.
SAM has been used to analyze human activity sequences since 1995. Usually, one
day is divided into a number of episodes (e.g., 48 episodes with 30 minutes each).
Activities of an individual conducted during these time episodes are encoded as
characters and lined up in a sequence following the chronological order. Activity
sequences can be unidimensional or multidimensional. Unidimensional sequences record
only one attribute of the activities conducted at different time episodes (for example,
activity type). Multidimensional sequences records more than one attribute of the
activities (for example, activity type, location, and other information). The character or
character combination recording the attribute(s) of an activity conducted at a time episode
is an element of an activity sequence. SAM makes the optimal alignment between two
sequences by transforming one into the other with the smallest number of character edit
operations (including insertion, deletion, and substitution) (Wilson 1998; Kwan, Xiao,
and Ding 2014). The similarity of two aligned sequences is the sum of the similarity
scores of all aligned pairs of elements minus the cost of all the edit operations in order to
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align the two sequences (ClustalTXY). SAM classifies all sequences into groups based
on their similarities and generates representative sequences for each group.
Most previous applications of SAM on activity sequences analyzed sequences of
multiple individuals. The sequences were classified into groups and each group
represented an unique daily activity pattern. Each unique daily activity pattern was then
associated with the socio-economic characteristics of the people in the group. The
purpose of these studies was to identify differences in daily T-A patterns among different
individuals, which was referred as interpersonal variability in T-A behaviors (Pas &
Sundar, 1995). Since different individuals rarely share the same absolute activity
locations (unless they are from the same household or workplace), previous studies
applied different treatments to activity locations. Joh, Arentze, and Timmermans (2005,
2007) used semantic locations (such as home, work, restaurant, etc.) instead of absolute
geographical locations. Vanhulsel et al. (2011) used relative movements (angles and arc
lengths) instead of absolute geographical locations. Shoval and Isaacson (2007) and
Kwan, Xiao, and Ding (2014) divided the study area into polygons. Activity locations
were represented by polygon IDs in which the activity occurred. When measuring
sequence similarity, a particular integer (e.g., 2) was assigned as similarity score if the
pair of aligned activity locations (polygon IDs) were identical; otherwise, a score of 0
was assigned. Thus, activity location similarity was not measured based on the Euclidean
distance between activity locations. Wilson (2008) also divided the study area into
polygons and used polygon IDs to represent activity locations. Activity location
similarity was measured by the Euclidean distance of the two polygon centroids instead
of the absolute activity locations in order to simplify distance calculation. In summary,
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previous studies using SAM intended to discover interpersonal variability in T-A
behaviors. They generally ignored travels between activities and did not measure activity
location similarity based on the Euclidean distance between absolute activity locations.
The proposed space-time individual daily T-A pattern modeling technique
intended to identify day-to-day differences in T-A behaviors of an individual over a long
period of time (e.g., a month, a year, etc.). This was referred as intrapersonal variability
(Pas & Sundar, 1995). An individual's one-day T-A events were encoded as characters
and lined up in a sequence in the chronological order. These T-A sequences contained
information on trip origin, trip destination, trip starting time, trip ending time, and
transportation mode. As trip origins and destinations were also activity locations, and the
ending time of the previous trip and the starting time of the next trip were also the
starting and ending time of the activity conducted in-between the two trips. Thus, both
travel and activity events were included in a sequence. For any individual, locations
visited at least once a week were usually considered personal anchor activity locations
(such as home, work, favorite restaurants, etc.). Thus, an individual usually has a limited
number of anchor locations and their geographic coordinates can be calculated as the
individual's long-term GPS trajectory data cluster at these locations. When measuring trip
origin or destination location similarity, if both aligned locations were anchor locations, a
similarity score was calculated based on the Euclidean distance between the two anchor
locations; if one of the aligned location was not an anchor location (meaning a random
activity location), the lowest similarity score was assigned. Thus, location similarity was
measured based on the Euclidean distance between two absolute locations in the
proposed technique. Moreover, most previous methods used a nominal measurement
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scale/range for sequence element similarity. The proposed technique defined different
similarity measurement scales (including nominal, ordinal, and ratio) for different
attributes of an element (trip origin, trip destination, trip starting time, trip ending time,
and transportation mode), and combined these measurements together to be the element
similarity measurement. This allowed element similarity measurement to be more
sensitive and accurate. Daily T-A sequences of an individual were constructed and
element similarity measurement (including location similarity) were defined following
the proposed technique. Sequence alignment were implemented in the ClustalTXY
software. Daily T-A sequences were classified into several groups and representative
sequences for each group were identified. The representative sequences of each group
revealed one daily T-A routine of the individual. Thus, day-to-day variations in
individual T-A behaviors can be revealed by comparing his multiple daily routines.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, GPS trajectory data of
two individuals living in the northern area of Beijing, China was used to derive daily T-A
patterns. As some of the GPS data were not recorded by the participants due to privacy
concerns or technical issues, data incompleteness and inconsistency appeared in the
dataset, which might have impacted the daily T-A patterns discovered.

Research Questions
This research proposed space-time modeling techniques to reveal temporal
variations in collective activity patterns and individual daily T-A patterns. Two
overarching research questions were:
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1. Can the proposed space-time modeling technique effectively identify temporal
variations in spatial collective activity patterns?
2. Can the proposed space-time modeling technique effectively identify temporal
variations in individual daily T-A patterns?
As space-time collective activity patterns were revealed by the spatial temporal
distributions of urban activity hot spots, there were two sub-questions under the first
overarching research question:
1) Can the proposed space-time modeling technique effectively reveal temporal
variations in the spatial distribution of urban activity hot spots?
2) To what extent might the future spatial temporal distribution of urban activity
hot spots be predicted based on the revealed temporal variations?
To answer these research questions, taxi passengers’ activity instances were
summarized into a set of spatial units at each time interval. Poisson distribution was
applied to every spatial-temporal unit to evaluate whether the unit was an activity hot
spot. Thus, activity hot spots were located spatially and temporally. When a hot spot was
focused, the status on whether its neighboring zone was a hot spot at the focused time
interval, as well as whether the focused spatial unit and its neighboring zone were hot
spots at the previous and the next time interval were considered to assess the current and
next developing stage of the focal hot spot. By tracing the development process of all
activity hot spots in the city, the hour-to-hour variations of the spatial distribution of
activity hot spots can be revealed. By comparing the hot spot development processes of
the whole city between two single days, a day-to-day variation of the distribution of
activity hot spots can be revealed. This process answered the first sub-question.
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Based on the initial observation of the data and the revealed hour-to-hour and
day-to-day variations of the distribution of urban activity hot spots, an assumption on a
weekly repetitive cycle for the spatial temporal distribution of urban activity hot spots
was made. Thus, the number of activity instances in a spatial unit during a future time
interval was estimated as the historical average number of activity instances in the spatial
unit during the same time interval of a day on the same day of a week. Thus, activity hot
spots can be predicted for the future time interval. The predictions for consecutive future
time intervals can be connected to assess the development stages of the future hot spots.
The predictions of the development of future hot spots can be compared with the ground
truth data to evaluate prediction accuracy. This process answered the second subquestion.
As an individual's daily T-A patterns were revealed by his representative daily TA sequences, there were three sub-questions under the second overarching research
question:
1) Can the proposed space-time modeling technique effectively identify a number
of representative daily T-A sequences of an individual?
2) Whether the proposed space-time modeling technique is sensitive to the
dimension of the daily T-A sequences?
3) Whether the proposed space-time modeling technique is sensitive to location
similarity measurements?
To answer these research questions, two individuals’ long-term T-A behavioral
data were encoded into daily T-A sequences with different dimensions. One-dimensional
T-A sequences contained only trip origin or destination location in the sequences. Two-
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dimensional T-A sequences contained trip origin and destination locations in the
sequences. Three-dimensional sequences contained trip origin or destination location, trip
starting or ending time, and transportation mode information in the sequences. Fivedimensional sequences contained trip origin location, trip destination location, trip
starting time, trip ending time, and transportation mode information in the sequences.
One-, two-, three-, and five-dimensional sequences were all analyzed with the proposed
method. The daily T-A patterns derived from the one-, two-, three-, and five-dimensional
sequence sets were compared. This answered sub-question two. Moreover, three methods
for measuring location similarity were implemented in the sequence alignment of an
individual’s one-, two-, and three-dimensional weekday sequences. The daily T-A
patterns discovered using the three location similarity measurements were compared
within the one-, two-, and three-dimensional sequence sets. This answered sub-question
three. The overall daily T-A patterns discovered for the two individuals answered subquestion one.

Significance of the Research
The contributions of this research to the scholarly research are multi-fold. First, it
proposes space-time modeling techniques to identify individual and collective T-A
patterns from GPS trajectory data, which will assist transportation geographers analyze
individual and collective level long-term T-A behaviors. Second, it defines the typology
of a hot spot’s life cycle and proposes a method to access the development stage of a hot
spot. This adds to the research literature on hot spot detection and evolvement assessment
techniques in spatial statistics and will benefit researchers in many fields. Third, this
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research calls into question a fundamental assumption in transportation geography that
each individual repeats the same T-A events on a daily basis (Huff and Hanson 1986;
Hanson and Huff 1988; Stopher and Zhang 2011). Testing of this assumption may have
profound implications for the design of transportation surveys as well as the modeling of
transportation demand and urban planning. The individual daily T-A pattern modeling
may potentially contribute to the shift of spatial modeling and environmental exposure
analysis from a place-based to people-based framework, which may be an interest to
environmental and health researchers (Kwan 2009; Fang and Lu 2012).
This research also has multiple contributions in professional applications. The
space-time modeling of urban population T-A patterns may help transportation
researchers and urban planners understand urban T-A behaviors and assist in redesigning
transportation surveys, as well as, the modeling of travel demand and urban planning.
The dynamic patterns of urban activity hot spots constructed with historical data may be
used to retrieve large social, cultural, economic, and political events from the past and
will assist in building city-wide profiles of collective activity patterns. This will result in
more informed decisions for traffic management, public safety control, emergency
response, and other services. Moreover, understanding the repetition and variability of
individual’s daily T-A patterns may help predict daily T-A behaviors especially towards
detecting abnormalities or deviations from daily routines. This will assist law
enforcement for monitoring parolees and may help prevent terrorist activities.
Furthermore, individual daily T-A pattern modeling may assist in improving individuallevel environmental exposure estimation, health risk monitoring, driving risk assessment,
etc.
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More specifically, collective and individual T-A pattern modeling has great
potential in the delivery of Location-Based Services (LBS) by providing predictions of
the location and time of activity hot spots in urban areas as well as each individual’s near
future travel routes and destinations. This will enable more accurate deliveries of
Location-Based Services (LBS) to individuals, for example, traffic condition reports,
locations of gas stations and restaurants nearby. Relevant and personalized services may
be provided based on the understanding of each individual’s T-A routines and lifestyles,
such as friends and carpool recommendations.
Individual T-A pattern modeling may be very important for public safety
management and criminal justice analysis (Rossmo, Lu, and Fang 2012). Since
September 11, 2001, whether terrorist attacks might have been prevented and how to
increase security agencies’ levels of awareness and knowledge of terrorist activities
became very important questions for government officials to answer (Seifert 2004). Thus,
identifying and tracking individual terrorists became one of the key objectives of many
homeland security initiatives (Seifert 2004). Significant efforts have been made
regarding how to better collect and analyze terrorists' traveling and activity information
toward providing insightful, carefully constructed, and predictive consequences (Seifert
2004). Terrorists' traveling trajectories may be obtained through their cell phone signals,
thus, their T-A patterns may be modeled and used to monitor their movements. Any
deviation from their daily routines may be an indicator of abnormal events, which
deserves serious attention from the security agencies. These are examples of analyses that
may help to prevent and fight against terrorist activities.
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Individual T-A pattern modeling may also be useful for customer-centric
marketing. It is becoming increasingly apparent that marketers are considering customerlevel information when they generate a marketing strategy for a business. Customers are
now demanding personalization and customization of products and services that help
them feel unique (Bianco 2004). Customer-centric marketing considers the needs, wants,
and other information of customers as the starting point of the marketing process (Cheng
and Dogan 2008). Businesses that start their marketing process with the needs of
customers are better adapt to various market scenarios than their competitors and are able
to manage the supply side rather than the demand side of the marketing process (Sheth,
Sisodia, and Sharma 2000). Thus, knowing their customers is essential to the whole
marketing process. Traditional customer information contains basic demographic and
economic information that may be collected from credit cards, online registration, etc.
This information is helpful but limited. Daily T-A patterns of customers may provide
more insight on customers’ lifestyles, social roles, and their needs. Products or services
may be better personalized and customized according to this information. Businesses
knowing what a customer is most likely to buy has a significant advantage over the
competition (Kumar and Petersen 2005).

Dissertation Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter Two discusses
the theoretical framework including the limitations and opportunities present in the T-A
data source, the previous T-A modeling techniques, and the connections between
collective and individual level T-A patterns. Chapter Three reviews previous studies on
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the analysis and modeling of collective and individual T-A patterns. Chapter Four
introduces the proposed collective activity pattern modeling techniques and the empirical
data, and reports on the findings and implications. Chapter Five thoroughly describes the
proposed framework for the individual daily T-A pattern modeling and the case study
data, and discusses results on the pattern discovery and sensitivity analysis. Chapter Six
summarizes the findings of this research and recognizes the limitations in the data
sources and the modeling procedures, as well as makes suggestions for future studies.
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II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The spatial tradition of geography (Pattison 1964) makes the geography discipline
different from other social sciences. Movement is considered one of the true essentials of
the spatial tradition (Pattison 1964). The study of movement emerged into a separate
subfield of research in geography, transportation geography, when Ullman summarized
research topics in transportation geography in American Geography: Inventory &
Prospect in 1954 (Ullman 1954). While traditional research topics in transportation
geography remains active for the past few decades, new research topics gradually add on
as the development of societies, economies, and technologies. Table 1 lists traditional and
contemporary research topics in transportation geography (Ullman 1954; Knowles 1993;
Taaffe and Gauthier 1994; Graham 1999; Preston 2001; Goetz et al. 2003; Black 2004;
Shaw 2006).

Table 1. Traditional and contemporary research topics in transportation geography.
Geographic pattern of transportation systems
Transportation demand modeling
Spatial interaction modeling and the gravity models
Accessibility analysis
T-A behavioral analysis
Location analysis
Allocation modeling
Shortest path analysis
Flow analysis
Network analysis
Transportation policies
Transportation and economic development
Sustainable transportation
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T-A behavioral analyses have received more attentions since the 1990s (Taaffe
and Gauthier 1994; Graham 1999; Goetz et al. 2003). As individuals participate in daily
activities at different times and different locations, their daily T-A patterns would be very
complex (Hanson and Hanson 1981). Modeling and analysis of urban population daily TA patterns at the individual and collective levels has been a research challenge for
transportation geographers.

Limitations and Opportunities by the Data Source
Since the late 1970s, the primary data source for T-A pattern modeling has been
household travel surveys conducted via mail, telephone, face to face interview, or internet
(Stopher and Greaves 2007). These surveys usually ask the participants to report on all
the trips and activities they conducted in one randomly selected day. More specifically,
for each trip, the origin and destination addresses, the starting and ending time of the trip,
travel distance, and travel mode information are generally recorded. For each activity, the
type, location, starting, and ending time of the activity are recorded in the survey. This
self-reporting data collection approach has a few disadvantages. First, precise location,
time, travel speed, travel route, and other information are generally not reported. Second,
it puts heavy burden on the survey participants to record their T-A details while engaging
in daily activities. It also requires a lot of labor work and long processing time for
implementing the survey and data input. Thus, it is not suitable for collecting data over a
long period of time or among a large population. Third, the T-A data collected tends to be
less accurate and reliable as participants might have misreported, over-reported, or underreported their trips or activities. These disadvantages have made the household travel
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survey data very limited in modeling T-A patterns with precise spatial and temporal
information, and in revealing pattern changes over time.
Recent developments in pervasive location acquisition technologies enabled the
collection of a new type of data, trajectory data, for T-A studies (Lu and Liu 2012).
Trajectory data records movement histories of objects. It contains sequences of precise
location information and time stamps of moving objects. Trajectory data may be
represented by
𝑇 = {(𝑥1 , 𝑦1 , 𝑡1 ), (𝑥2 , 𝑦2 , 𝑡2 ), … , (𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 , 𝑡𝑛 )}

(1)

(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ), 𝑖 ∈ 1,2, … , 𝑛, is the coordinate of the moving object at time 𝑡𝑖 . The
difference between 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖+1 typically ranges from one second to one minute. T-A
information may be extracted from this type of data and used to model T-A patterns at the
individual and collective levels.
Trajectory data can be collected continuously through the Global Positioning
System (GPS) in almost all environmental conditions. Humans, vehicles, animals, and
products may be equipped with a GPS device so that their trajectory data will be
automatically recorded in the device. GPS devices are wearable, small, and light weight.
It has substantial storage capacity of several Gigabytes of data. Its battery can be easily
recharged. GPS devices do suffer a few problems of data loss, such as signal loss or
degradation in urban canyons and tunnels, longer warm-up time, device failure, dead
battery, etc. (Krenn et al. 2011). However, compared to household travel surveys, GPS
trajectory data collection has apparent advantages. Precise location, time, travel speed,
travel route, points of interest (e.g., school, work, restaurant, etc.), and other information
can be easily collected for a longer period of time (e.g., a couple of weeks, months, or
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even years). While it provides more accurate and reliable data, it requires much less work
from the participants and survey implementation and data input technicians. Besides, the
recent integration of the GPS function in mobile phones provides the possibility of
trajectory data collection through mobile phones. This could greatly enlarge the pool of
potential participants and reduce the cost of data collection.
Researchers have demonstrated the capacity of GPS devices to provide detailed,
accurate, and reliable T-A data (Murakami and Wagner 1999; Wolf et al. 1999;
Yalamanchili et al. 1998; Stopher, FitzGerald, and Zhang 2008; Wiehe et al. 2008). For
example, Murakami and Wagner (1999) compared data accuracy between the selfreporting household travel survey data collection method and the GPS trajectory data
collection method in a field test in Lexington, Kentucky in the fall of 1996. They found
that self-reported distances and travel times were longer than GPS recorded distances and
travel times. Wolf et al. (1999) evaluated GPS positioning accuracy and concluded that
GPS data collection method could provide sufficient accuracy levels for movement data.
Yalamanchili et al. (1998) demonstrated that GPS devices could capture short and
intermediate stops that occurred within chained T-A better than the self-reporting travel
surveys. Bohte and Maat (2009), Greaves et al. (2010), and Oliveira et al. (2011) further
used an internet based prompted recall method to let the participants verify information
extracted from GPS trajectory data and add additional information related to their travels
and activities (such as activity types). Results proved that highly complete and accurate
T-A data could be collected for a long period of time with reasonable burden on the
participants. Bohte and Maat (2009) even claimed that the traditional household travel
survey data collection method might be entirely replaced by methods using GPS, GIS,
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internet, and related technologies in the near future. GPS trajectory data has provided a
promising opportunity for space-time modeling of urban population T-A patterns.

Collective Activity Pattern Modeling
GPS trajectory data can provide precise activity location and time information.
Citywide activity density surfaces or activity hot spots at selected time intervals may be
used to reveal collective activity patterns at those time periods (e.g., Kwan 2000; Chen et
al. 2011). However, the connections between the patterns at different time intervals
cannot easily be traced. The failure of the existing studies to model collective level spacetime activity patterns is originated from a lack of effective space-time modeling
techniques. Traditional spatial statistics were commonly used to reveal spatial patterns at
static snapshots, such as Ripley’s K-function (Ripley 1976) and LISA (Anselin 1995).
Space-time statistical techniques for revealing spatial-temporal patterns were
developed by a few researchers. Knox and Bartlett (1964) proposed a test using a 2x2
contingency table to detect space-time clustering in the distribution of epidemic events.
This was the first effort to detect space-time clusters in point events. Diggle et al. (1995)
combined the spatial and temporal dimensions in Ripley's K-function. However, both the
contingency table method and the extended K-function method are global indicators for
space-time clustering. They cannot provide information about where and when the
clusters are and how the clusters evolve.
By extending the search window from a circle to a cylinder, SaTScan (Kulldorff
2010) added the time dimension to its clustering analysis. The Space-Time Permutation
Model in SaTScan (Kulldorff et al. 2005) defined a cluster as a spatial unit with a higher
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proportion of events than the rest of spatial units during a specific time period. This
method in SaTScan reports on where and when the clusters are, but cannot address how
the clusters evolve through time.
Bivariate spatial correlation (Wartenberg 1985) was originally used to detect
spatial association between one variable at the center location and another variable at the
surrounding locations on a lattice grid. In GeoDa (Anselin 2005), this method was
adapted to detect space-time correlation between the observations of the same variable at
a center cell and its surrounding cells through two consecutive time periods. The spacetime correlation analysis may be conducted between time 1 at a center cell and time 2 at
its surrounding neighbors, or between time 2 at a center cell and time 1 at its neighbors.
This space-time correlation method from GeoDa does not consider the development
process of the clustering patterns through time. A new spatial-temporal statistical
technique needs to be developed, in order to reveal not only the location and time of
activity hot spots but also the development process of these hot spots.

Individual Daily Activity Pattern Modeling
An individual’s activities conducted during different time periods in a day may be
encoded into an activity sequence following the chronological order. Usually, one day is
divided into a certain number of episodes (e.g., 48 episodes with 30 minutes each). Then,
activities conducted in these episodes are lined up in a sequence chronologically.
Sequence Alignment Method (SAM) may be used to analyze an individual’s daily
sequences. SAM was originally developed for comparing DNA, RNA, or protein
sequences. Through identifying regions of similarity between two sequences, functional,
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structural, or evolutionary relationship may be revealed. SAM was introduced to social
science by Abbott for career pattern analysis (Abbott 1995). Since then, several
researchers have applied SAM to analyze human activity sequences.
When the element in a sequence contains only one attribute, for example, the type
of the activity, Unidimensional Sequence Alignment Method (UDSAM) may be used to
measure sequence similarity and discover representative sequences. The smallest number
of operations (including insertion, deletion, and substitution) required to equalize two
sequences was used to calculate their level of similarity (Wilson 1998). This method is
good for identifying daily activity patterns concerning the type and order of activities.
However, the locations of activities are not considered.
When more information is added to an activity sequence, such as activity type,
location (e.g., home, work, etc.), and travel mode, each element in the sequence includes
multiple attributes and the sequence becomes multidimensional. Thus a Multidimensional
Sequence Alignment Method (MDSAM) needs to be used to analyze these sequences.
Joh and colleagues (Joh, Arentze, and Timmermans 2001, 2005, and 2007; Joh et al.
2002) proposed a MDSAM to measure similarities between these sequences. The method
would find the least cost alignment for each dimension/attribute first, then integrate the
alignments of all dimensions, and finally calculate the cost for the integrated alignment.
A hierarchical clustering algorithm was then applied to group these multidimensional
sequences. Each cluster would represent a typical daily activity pattern. Joh and
colleagues’ MDSAM method captures multiple attributes of activities while the UDSAM
does not. However, activity locations included in the attributes are semantic locations.
Geographic locations are not incorporated in the method.
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Wilson (2008) also proposed a MDSAM and developed the ClustalTXY software
to implement it. The method analyzed two-dimensional sequences. Each element in the
sequence had two attributes: activity type and location. The similarity between two
corresponding activity elements was a combination of activity type similarity and activity
location similarity. Activity location similarity was measured by the Euclidean distance
between the centroid of the two zones in which the two activity locations were (in order
to simplify the distance calculation). The similarity between two activity sequences was
the sum of the similarity scores for all aligned pairs of elements minus the alignment
operation cost in order to equalize the two sequences. Wilson (2008) further defined four
types of representative sequences to reveal activity patterns. A "consensus sequence" is a
generated sequence that has the most frequent element from the sequence set at each
position. It resembles the mode of a univariate distribution. A "modal sequence" is a
sequence from the sequence set that has the minimum difference to the consensus
sequence. A "median sequence" is a sequence from the sequence set that has the
minimum sum of differences (maximum similarity) from itself to all other individual
sequences, which resembles the median of a univariate distribution. An "average
sequence" is the sequence from the sequence set that has the minimum sum of squared
distances from itself to all other sequences. It resembles the mean of a univariate
distribution. The ClustalTXY software can identify these four types of representative
sequences after calculating similarity scores between activity sequences (ClustalTXY).
Wilson’s method analyzes activity sequences with multiple attributes. Location similarity
is part of the total similarity measurement between two activity sequences, although it is
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measured by zone distance instead of the absolute distance between two activity
locations.
Wilson’s MDSAM is powerful for revealing daily activity patterns as it captures
activity type, order, time, duration, and location information. It works for up to 10dimensional sequences (meaning that an element can have as many as ten attributes). It
also provides the opportunity for the users to define their own element similarity
measurement. When activity type, location, and other attributes are included in each
element, the element similarity score may be defined as a combination of similarity
scores from each attribute (including how each attribute is weighed against each other).
Euclidean distance between absolute activity locations may be incorporated in calculating
similarity scores of the location attribute, which then may be included in the calculation
of element similarity scores. Thus, location similarity between sequences may be
measured. In summary, Wilson’s MDSAM has many advantages for analyzing sequenced
events. If an individual’s daily travels and activities can all be lined up in a sequence in a
way, then Wilson’s method may be used to reveal individuals’ daily T-A patterns.

Connections between Collective and Individual T-A Patterns
In transportation geography, collective T-A pattern modeling and analysis has
been built upon the understanding of the individual T-A behaviors. That is individuals’ TA behaviors are highly repetitive from day to day (Huff and Hanson 1986; Hanson and
Huff 1988; Stopher and Zhang 2011). In another word, each individual follows a daily
routine in conducting his T-A. This assumption has granted that one day is adequate in
capturing an individual’s daily T-A behaviors. Further, the T-A behaviors of a randomly
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chosen sample from a population reported on a randomly chosen day out of some longer
time period constitute an unbiased sample of the population over that time period (Pas
and Sundar 1995). This randomly chosen day is most often a single weekday. Thus the
resulting data is representative of the T-A behaviors of the population on an average
weekday. This assumption has been widely applied in the data collection and modeling
procedures in transportation demand modeling, urban and regional collective T-A pattern
analysis, and transportation planning. Most nationwide and regional travel surveys have
been carried out with the assumption, including the National Household Travel Survey
(NHTS) conducted by the U.S. Department of Transportation, The Sydney Household
Travel Survey conducted by the Australian Bureau of Transport Statistics, The Mobility
in Germany Survey conducted by Germany Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital
Infrastructure, etc. The analysis and modeling of urban T-A patterns has been based on a
single day record of each individual in the sample (e.g., Recker, McNally, and Root
1985; Wilson 1998; Collia, Sharp, and Giesbrecht 2003; Gutierrez and Garcia-Palomares
2007; Chen et al. 2011). These studies sought to reveal the differences in T-A behaviors
between people, which was referred as interpersonal variability by Pas and Sundar
(1995). Those differences were then related to differences in the characteristics of the
individuals or households.
It has rarely been questioned whether each individual follows a daily routine in
conducting their T-A, and whether the T-A behaviors on one randomly assigned day from
a sample is representative of the overall daily T-A patterns of the population. Only a few
studies (e.g., Huff and Hanson 1986; Kitamura and Van Der Hoorn 1987; Pas and
Koppelman 1987; Hanson and Huff 1988; Pas 1988; Buliung, Roorda, and Remmel
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2008; Stopher and Zhang 2011) examined and discussed the validity and reliability of
this assumption, partially due to the limitation of the household travel survey data and a
lack of space-time modeling techniques to reveal day-to-day variations in T-A patterns.
The space-time modeling techniques of individual and collective T-A patterns proposed
in this research provide means for testing the repetitiveness assumption in the future once
long-term T-A behavioral data from a sufficient sample became available. Further, the
relationship between individual and collective T-A patterns may also be explored. Dayto-day variations in individual T-A behaviors may result in day-to-day variations in
collective T-A patterns. An examination of the nature of individual day-to-day variations
will help explain how collective T-A patterns are different from day to day. As stated by
Pas and Sundar (1995), individual day-to-day variations in T-A behaviors were either
systematic or random. Systematic variations may be related to the day of the week or
other processes, such as even or odd dates, etc. The discovery of the systematic variations
in individual daily T-A behaviors may help explain the systematic variations in collective
T-A behaviors. On the other hand, day-to-day variations in collective T-A patterns may
somewhat reflect the individual day-to-day variations in daily T-A behaviors of the
majority people. However, the nature of the day-to-day variations (systematic, random, or
both) in collective T-A patterns does not automatically imply the same mechanism in
individual level day-to-day variations in T-A behaviors. These are research concerns to
be addressed in the future.
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW
Urban population T-A patterns have been modeled at both the individual level and
collective levels. This chapter reviews the existing modeling techniques for collective and
individual T-A patterns.

Space-Time Modeling of Collective T-A Patterns
Five main strategies have been developed to model collective travel and/or
activity patterns. Statistics on travels and activities for groups of people were calculated
and associated with socioeconomic characteristics. Individuals’ daily T-A were
transformed into two- or three-dimensional graphs. The geometric similarity of these
graphs was used for clustering and identifying representative patterns. Individuals’ daily
activities were also transformed into letter sequences and SAM was used to calculate
sequence similarity and identify representative activity patterns. Moreover, GPS
trajectories of vehicles in urban areas were clustered to reveal citywide travel patterns
and traffic flows. Activity density surfaces were also constructed to reveal citywide
activity patterns.

Descriptive Statistical Methods
Early T-A studies modeled urban population collective T-A patterns by simple
statistics, such as daily average number of trips, travel distance, travel time, time spent on
different types of activities, etc. These statistics were often summarized by
socioeconomic characteristics (e.g., age, gender, employment status, etc.), in order to find
the association between the generalized T-A patterns and participants’ socioeconomic
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characteristics. For example, Van Der Hoorn (1979) summarized the average number of
trips and travel time per day by car ownership, rural-urban areas, and socio-demographic
status (such as working men, working women, school children, etc.). To reveal general
activity patterns, he calculated the average duration and frequency of conducting each
type of activities (such as housekeeping, work, travel to/from work, shopping, etc.) by
socio-demographic status during the surveyed week. Collia, Sharp, and Giesbrecht (2003)
compared daily travel patterns between the elderly (age 65 and above) and the working
force (age 19-64). They found that elderly people especially females took fewer trips,
traveled shorter distances, and had shorter travel times daily than the working force.
Moreover, elderly people were more likely to suffer from medical conditions that limit
their travel. Ding, Lu, and Zhang (2016) analyzed individuals’ activity time use between
vehicle usage rationed days and non-rationed days, using data from a seven-day GPS
survey in Beijing, China. Vehicle usage rationing is a transportation management policy
which restricts the use of vehicles in one weekday of a week depending on the last digit
of the vehicles’ license plate (e.g., vehicles with two or seven as the last digit of their
license plate are banned on Tuesdays). Results showed that the average amount of time
spent on and the participation frequency in maintenance and discretionary activities per
person per day had a significant decrease on rationed days. The descriptive statistical
methods are very commonly used to reveal urban collective T-A patterns. However,
precise location and time information are generally not incorporated in the statistics, nor
does it reveal any changes of the patterns over time.
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Space-Time Graph
Some researchers composed a two- or three-dimensional space-time graph to
represent one individual’s T-A in one day. The space-time graphs from different
individuals were then classified into several groups based on their geometric similarity.
Representative graphs for each group were identified to reveal typical T-A patterns of the
people in each group. Recker and colleagues proposed a two-dimensional graph model to
describe individuals’ one-day T-A behaviors (Recker, McNally, and Root 1985). Times
of activities, activity types, distances from home, and activity durations were captured in
the graph model (see Figure 1 in Recker, McNally, and Root 1985). Participants’ one-day
T-A graphs were then classified and a representative pattern was identified for each
group. These T-A patterns were associated with the socioeconomic characteristics of the
participants in each group. Chen et al. (2011) used a conceptual framework from Time
Geography, space-time paths, to represent individuals’ one-day T-A events. Six clusters
of these paths were identified based on travel distance, number of trips, and activity
durations. Each cluster revealed a typical daily T-A pattern for the group of participants.
The space-time graph method does not incorporate absolute activity locations in the
model, nor does it reveal changes of the typical patterns over time.

Sequence Alignment Method
Previous studies mainly used the Sequence Alignment Method (SAM) to analyze
daily activity sequences from a group of individuals. Typical daily activity patterns were
found accounting for the order, duration, and transition of activities. Wilson (1998)
analyzed daily activity sequences of women aged 65 or older using the UDSAM. Elderly
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women’s daily general activity routines were revealed. Shoval and Isaacson (2007) and
Shoval et al. (2015) extracted activity locations from the one-day GPS trajectory data of a
group of tourists. For each tourist, activity locations were lined up in a sequence
following the order in which they were visited. All tourists’ activity-location sequences
were analyzed using the UDSAM and a number of distinctive visiting patterns were
identified. The UDSAM can discover activity patterns with only one attribute. Other
attributes of activities are left out.
Joh, Arentze, and Timmermans (2007) discovered frequent daily activity subpatterns (such as "at home task - at home leisure" and "work - at home task") from a
sample of participants using a MDSAM. These sub-patterns contained activity type,
location (semantic), and travel mode information. Joh, Arentze, and Timmermans (2005)
used a similar MDSAM to calculate similarities between 6950 three-dimensional activity
sequences (activity type, location, and travel mode) obtained from a sample of
individuals from some selected neighborhoods in the Amsterdam-Utrecht corridor, the
Netherlands. An interactive hierarchical clustering method was applied and seven clusters
were identified. For each cluster of activity sequences, the characteristics of the activity
pattern (including the average relative frequency of each type of activity and the average
number of episodes associated with each location and transport mode) and the
socioeconomic characteristics (including gender, age, income, car ownership, with or
without children, weekday or weekend) of the participants were summarized and
associated. Wilson (2008) also used a MDSAM to analyze activity sequences of a
random sample of participants from the 1972 Reading Urban Survey. These activity
sequences had two dimensions: activity type and location. The proposed MDSAM
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classified the sequences into three groups and identified four types of representative
sequences (consensus sequences, modal sequences, median sequences, and average
sequences) for each group. General activity patterns were described for each group based
on the alignment of the sequences and the representative sequences. Vanhulsel et al.
(2011) constructed multidimensional activity sequences using relative movements instead
of absolute geographical locations. The proposed method transformed and normalized
geographical locations of activities into angles and arc lengths to reflect the relative
movements made within each sequence. Similarities of this relative movement dimension
and other dimensions (such as activity type) between two sequences were calculated
using Wilson’s (2008) MDSAM. This method identified activity sequences which were
similar in relative geographical movements rather than in absolute geographical
locations. Kwan, Xiao, and Ding (2014) proposed the Multi-Objective Evolutionary
Algorithm (MOEA) to assess similarities among multidimensional activity sequences and
to classify them into groups with distinctive activity patterns. The experiments
demonstrated that the proposed method outperformed ClustalG software.
MDSAM discovers collective activity patterns with multiple attributes. One
concern associated with activity locations in collective activity pattern modeling is that
the randomly selected participants do not share the same activity locations. This issue
was handled differently among the above methods. Joh, Arentze, and Timmermans
(2005, 2007) used semantic locations instead of geographical locations. Wilson (2008)
used zone centroids to represent absolute activity locations in order to simplify distance
calculation. Vanhulsel et al. (2011) used relative movements instead of absolute
geographical locations. In general, SAM is more suitable for discovering daily activity
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routines and associating them with socioeconomic characteristics. It does not reveal the
citywide activity landscapes, nor the changes of the landscapes over time.

Trajectory Clusters
As precise travel routes are revealed by the GPS trajectory data, many studies
modeled collective travel patterns by grouping similar trajectories. A group of trajectories
with spatial, temporal, and/or attribute similarity were considered a trajectory cluster.
Trajectory clusters showed distinct collective travel patterns or major traffic flows during
particular times in the past. Trajectories may be grouped together by sharing the same
origins and destinations. Andrienko and Andrienko (2008) aggregated trajectories with
origins and destinations in the same city grid to reveal major traffic flows.
Trajectories may also be grouped together by passing through the same road
sections or city grids (Brakatsoulas, Pfoser, and Tryfona 2004; De Almeida and Guting
2005; Mouza and Rigaux 2005; Pfoser and Jensen 2005; Li and Lin 2006; Abraham and
Lal 2010; Roh et al. 2011). These studies first indexed trajectories with a sequence of
road segments or city grids. Then the trajectories that shared the same sequence or
subsequence of road segments or city grids were grouped as a cluster. This method
reduced the dimensionality of trajectories and made similarity measurement between
trajectories easy to conduct.
More often, trajectories are grouped together based on geometric similarity
measurement, including distance in length, direction, speed, time, space, etc. Several
studies developed algorithms to measure distances among trajectories and to identify
trajectory clusters, such as Andrienko and Andrienko (2008), Lin and Su (2008), Gao et
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al. (2010), Li et al. (2010), Giannotti et al. (2011), Dodge, Laube, and Weibel (2012), and
Pelekis et al. (2012). A few studies partitioned trajectories into subsections and calculated
distances among subsections considering location, length, direction, and speed. Similar
subsections were clustered based on the calculated distance matrix. The mean center of
each cluster was used to present general patterns (Nanni and Pedreschi 2006; Lee, Han,
and Whang 2007; Buchin et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2013). Some studies projected trajectories
onto road networks. Similarities between trajectories were measured by the spatial and
temporal distances between paired road segments or paired nodes in the network (Hwang,
Kang, and Li 2005; Chang et al. 2007; Tiakas et al. 2009; Roh and Hwang 2010).
Elnekave, Last, and Maimon (2007) and Zhao and Xu (2011) both represented
trajectories as a sequence of Minimal Bounding Boxes (MBB). Similarity between
trajectories was defined as the sum of similarities between corresponding MBBs,
including differences in space, time, duration, and the density of data points within the
MBBs.
Trajectory clusters reveal citywide collective travel patterns and major traffic
flows at selected time intervals. However, how these clusters evolve over time had never
been explored. Zhou et al. (2015) developed a different method to uncover collective
travel patterns. They identified critical intersections from an urban transportation network
using taxis’ travel trajectories. The spatial and temporal variation patterns of these critical
intersections were also revealed. The network of critical intersections uncovered urban
population space-time traveling patterns.
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Activity Density Surfaces
With the advancements in GIS analysis techniques (e.g., Geocoding), activity
locations of travel survey participants may be displayed on a map. Collective activity
patterns may be revealed by activity density surfaces at selected time intervals, or by the
time series of activity events of the spatial units in the study area. For example, Kwan
(2000) used an activity density surface to reveal urban population activity patterns across
the urban area at a selected time interval. Chen et al. (2011) constructed activity density
surfaces at different times of a day for selected neighborhoods. Jiang, Ferreira, and
Gonzalez (2012) displayed the distribution of different categories of activities at different
times of a day over the Chicago metropolitan area. Shoval (2008) mapped the overall
density of tourists’ activities on a regular grid (10m*10m) across Akko’s Old City. He
also visualized the total amount of time the tourists spent at different parts of the city.
Yue et al. (2009) identified urban areas with dense human activities at selected time
periods of a day by analyzing taxi pick-up and drop-off locations. Pan et al. (2013)
established temporal profiles of activity events for selected city blocks. They first
identified city blocks with high density of taxi pick-up and drop-off events. Then, for
each block, they calculated the average number of pick-up and drop-off events during
each hour of a day for weekdays and holidays. These time series were used later for land
use classification and land use change detection.
Activity density surfaces method incorporates precise location information in the
collective activity pattern modeling. However, those activity density surfaces are static
snapshots of collective activity patterns. Whether and how the pattern changes over time
is not in the consideration.
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Space-Time Modeling of Individual T-A Patterns
Four main approaches have been used for modeling individual travel and/or
activity patterns. Some studies represented an individual's one-day activities by a letter
sequence and used the SAM to analyze the individual's daily sequences to identify his
daily activity patterns. Some studies extracted anchor locations of an individual and
constructed a probabilistic model using his historical visiting and transitioning records at
those locations. Some studies revealed an individual's frequently traveled routes and
established a network model to predict future routes and destinations. Other studies
identified frequent stops and moves from GPS trajectories and inferred activity types and
travel modes for those stops and moves.

Daily Activity Sequence
One individual’s one-day activities may be lined up in a sequence following the
chronological order. The type, time, and location of those activities are often included in
these sequences as attributes. Similarities between an individual’s daily activity
sequences may be measured and representative sequences may be found to reveal the
individual's daily typical activity patterns. This method has been used to model
individuals’ daily activity patterns since the 1980s. Before Sequence Alignment Method
(SAM) was introduced to study human T-A behaviors, researchers defined their own
sequences and developed their own algorithms to calculate sequence similarity.
Pas (1983) represented one individual’s one-day activities as a sequence of
activity stops. Each stop contained information about the type of the activity and the time
when it was performed. Similarity measurement between two corresponding activity
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stops and two activity sequences were defined. An agglomerative hierarchical clustering
method was used to group individual’s daily activity sequences and a small number of
clusters were identified. The activity sequence closest to the cluster centroid was defined
as the representative sequence. The individual’s daily activity patterns were revealed by
the representative sequences containing information on the number, type, time, and order
of activities. Location of activities and travels between activities were not considered.
Hanson and Huff (Huff and Hanson 1986; Hanson and Huff 1988) also
represented one individual's one-day activities as a sequence of activity stops with some
attribute information, including activity type, travel mode, time of arrival, and the
location zone of the activity. For each individual, they defined "the most representative
day" as the single day during which the activity sequence was the most similar to the
activity sequences of the other days. In the empirical study, they identified the five most
representative days for each participant over a five-week period. For the rest of the 30
days, each day was grouped with one of the five representative days based on similarity.
The results of the empirical study showed that: 1) individuals did not simply repeat the
same T-A pattern every day, nor did they conduct completely random T-A; 2) each
individual had more than one typical daily pattern, and they were fundamentally different
from each other; 3) the most representative daily pattern was not adequate to describe the
individual’s daily T-A behaviors over the five-week period; 4) even the five most
representative daily patterns could not fully describe the individual’s daily T-A behaviors
over the survey period, as considerable variability was not accounted for; 5) no one
weekday was more representative than other days; 6) weekend days were less likely to be
an individual’s most representative day than weekdays, but they appeared to be the
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second to the fifth most representative days frequently; 7) for many individuals, none-TA day was a typical daily pattern. Thus the authors concluded that there were both
repetition and variability in individuals’ daily T-A behaviors. They suggested that the
data collection period for T-A behavioral studies should be long enough to capture at
least three most representative days. This was one of the fundamental studies for
individual daily T-A behaviors. However, absolute activity locations were not
incorporated in the modeling, nor were the travels between activities a focus.
Pas (1988) described a daily pattern by the number of stops outside home, the
type of activity at each stop, the time when each stop occurred, and the distance of each
stop from home. He further described a weekly pattern by the frequencies of the five
most frequent daily patterns, which reflected the lifestyles of individuals. A dataset that
contained five-day T-A data of 112 employed people in Reading, England in 1973 was
used for the empirical study. The five most typical daily patterns and weekly patterns
were identified. The results showed that the five most typical daily patterns were
independent of the day of the week, meaning that the author did not find any systematic
variability across the days of the week. Furthermore, all five typical weekly patterns
contained at least two different typical daily patterns, meaning that there was day-to-day
variability in individuals’ T-A behaviors within the five-day period.
Stopher and Zhang (2011) defined several typical daily T-A patterns, such as
home-work-home, home-shopping-home, home-work-shopping-home, etc. after
examining a GPS trajectory dataset which contained volunteers’ seven- to fifteen-day
trajectory data. The authors found that each volunteer’s T-A behaviors over the survey
period comprised a number of typical daily patterns and little repetition was present in the
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volunteers’ T-A behaviors over the study period. For each volunteer in the dataset, even
for the daily pattern with several repetitions, very few were similar on all four attributes:
total travel distance, total travel time, the start and end time of activities, and total activity
duration.
Lv, Chen, and Chen (2013) created a matrix/sequence to describe an individual’s
one-day activities. One day was split into 24 time intervals (one hour each) as the
columns in the matrix; in each column, the time spent (in minutes) at each anchor
location is recorded (see Figure 2(a) in Lv, Chen, and Chen 2013). If the sum of the
staying time at all anchor locations in each column is less than 60 minutes, then the
remaining time is allocated to travel and assigned to "on the way". They then defined a
similarity measure to compare two one-day activity matrices. For the corresponding
columns in two matrices, the cosine coefficient was used to calculate their similarity. The
overall similarity between two one-day activity matrices is the average value of the
similarities between corresponding columns. They then used the bottom-up
agglomerative clustering algorithm to group the one-day activity matrices. The algorithm
begins with treating each one-day activity matrix as a cluster. In each iteration, the
similarity between each pair of clusters are calculated. The two clusters with the
maximum similarity are merged into a new cluster. The iteration stops when there is
maximum similarity within clusters and minimum similarity between different clusters.
For each cluster, a representative one-day activity matrix was calculated (see Figure 2(b)
in Lv, Chen, and Chen 2013). Each entry in the matrix represents the probability of
staying at that location during the specific time interval (see Figure 2(b) in Lv, Chen, and
Chen 2013). Of all the above studies, activity type, the time, and order of activities are
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incorporated in the description of daily T-A patterns, but the location of activities and the
travel between activities are not in the consideration.

Activity Location Modeling
Some studies model an individual’s visiting pattern of anchor locations to reveal
the individual’s T-A patterns. Historical visiting records of anchor locations, or historical
transitioning records between anchor locations were used to predict the next activity
location where the individual is most likely to be.
Ashbrook and Starner (2003) derived all trips from one individual’s GPS
trajectory data and represented each trip with its origin and destination location ID.
Frequencies of conducting these trips were used to generate a Markov Model describing
the transition probabilities between two locations. This model can be used to predict the
individual’s most possible destination given his current location. Hariharan and Toyama
(2004) extracted the top five most frequently visited locations and frequently traveled
trips from individuals’ trajectory data. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) was used to
describe transition probabilities between locations. Different from the above study,
temporal information was incorporated in the HMM, meaning that the transition
probabilities between two locations are conditioned on time intervals. Activity location
transition probability models reveal an individual’ general T-A patterns in a unique way.
However, it cannot reveal the sequence of T-A occurred in one day. Thus, it is not
suitable for modeling daily T-A patterns.
Scellato et al. (2011) established activity profiles at anchor locations for an
individual by recording the arrival and staying time of each previous activity at each
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anchor location from the individual’s GPS trajectory data. The arrival and staying time of
the next activity at a anchor location is calculated based on the activity profile at this
location. Based on this method, all future activities at all anchor locations can be
predicted for the individual. This activity profile method focuses on single activities at
specific times of a day. Information on travels between activities and the order of
conducting activities on a daily basis is not revealed.

Travel Route Modeling
Frequently traveled routes can be identified from an individual’s historical
trajectories. Traveling frequencies of these routes are used to generate a network model to
reveal the individual’s travel patterns and to predict his future travel path and
destinations.
Liu and Karimi (2006) and Qiao et al. (2010) each summarized an individual’s
historical trajectory data and calculated the probabilities of turning into each road
segment at each intersection using the continuous Time Bayesian Networks. The
predicted future route of the individual is the route with the highest probability. Jeung et
al. (2010) also developed a network mobility model that captures the turning probabilities
at road intersections and the average travel speed on road segments based on mobility
statistics from an individual’s historical trajectories. The maximum likelihood travel
route and destination of the individual can be predicted.
Kim et al. (2007) used a similar method to predict the most possible travel route
of an individual given his current travelled trajectory, proposed destination, and his
historical trajectory database. The method first searches for candidate trajectories in the
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database whose sub-trajectory matches the current travelled trajectory and shares the
same destination. Then it groups these candidate trajectories based on their similarities
and count the frequencies. The most possible travel route of the individual between his
current location and the proposed destination follows the route of the trajectories with the
highest frequency (see Figure 2 in Kim et al. 2007).
Alvarez-Garcia et al. (2010) generated a HMM for path and destination
prediction. They first extracted support points for all trajectory crossings in the database.
When two trips cross at an intersection, two support points were created for each trip: one
before and one after the crossing along each of the two trajectories. After support points
were extracted for all trajectory crossings, each trip was represented and simplified by a
sequence of support points and two trip end points. A HMM was generated on these
support points to describe the probability of reaching each destination at each support
point using an individual’s historical GPS data.
Vu, Ryu, and Park (2009) indexed trajectories with sequences of grids that they
pass through. One individual’s historical trajectories passing the same sequence of grids
at the same time period were identified and considered to represent a frequent movement
pattern. Future travel and destination can be predicted if the individual’s current
trajectory matches the sub-trajectories of a frequent movement pattern.
Sadahiro, Lay, and Kobayashi (2013) indexed trajectories with directed and
ordered road segments in a road network. Primary routes are defined as frequently visited
connected sets of road segments. Primary routes were extracted from an individual's
trajectory data collected over two years (see Figure 7 in Sadahiro, Lay, and Kobayashi
2013). Thus the individual's daily travel patterns were revealed.
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This travel route modeling approach creates an individual’s own local map and
reveals his general travel patterns. However, the sequence of activities and travels
conducted on a daily basis cannot be revealed. Thus, this modeling strategy is not suitable
for individuals’ daily T-A patterns.

Stops and Moves Model
The availability of long term (e.g., one month) GPS trajectory data has stimulated
much research on individuals’ T-A pattern modeling. Alvares et al. (2007a) and
Spaccapietra et al. (2008) developed the "stops-and-moves" model for deriving T-A
patterns from individuals’ trajectory data. A "stop" is a part of a trajectory where the
individual has stayed for a certain amount of time, indicating that an activity is performed
at the location. A "move" is a part of a trajectory between two consecutive stops,
representing a trip between the two stops. Many studies have identified stops and moves
from trajectory data, clustered stops into anchor locations, inferred activity types at
anchor locations and travel modes for the moves, and modeled daily T-A patterns.

1) Identify Stops
To be considered as a stop, an individual has to stay at a place for a certain
amount of time. This time threshold is specified depending on how long the researchers
consider as significant. For example, if the researcher does not wish to include waiting at
traffic lights or traffic jams as stops, then the time threshold needs to be larger than the
maximum waiting time at traffic lights and traffic jams. The size or range of a space to be
considered as a stop is often specified too.
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Several studies used the time threshold as the only condition to identify stops.
Ashbrook and Starner (2003) identified paired consecutive GPS points whose time gap
was at least 10 minutes. They considered these points as stops and the trajectory between
two consecutive stops were derived as moves/trips. Alvarez-Garcia et al. (2010) and
Chen et al. (2010) used the same method to derive trips from GPS trajectory data, except
that five minutes was used in the former study and two minutes was used in the latter
study as the minimum time gap between two consecutive GPS points. This simple
method works the best when the GPS device loses its signal as the individual walked
inside a building and resumes as he walked outside. However, it will not work when the
stops are made outside and plenty of GPS points are captured.
Some studies have used both the range of a space and the time threshold as the
conditions to identify stops. Hariharan and Toyama (2004) detected stops from single
trajectories by identifying a subsection of a trajectory within which all GPS points are
within a circle with a 30-meter radius and met the 10 minutes minimum duration. Ye et
al. (2009) and Gong et al. (2012) used similar methods to identify stops. Ye et al. (2009)
extracted stops by identifying sub-trajectories whose time duration is at least 30 minutes
and spatial range is within 200 meters. In Gong and colleagues’ study, if the points within
a subsection of a trajectory are within 50 meters of each other and the time duration of
the subsection is more than 200s, then the subsection of the trajectory is identified as a
stop (Gong et al. 2012). Montoliu, Blom, and Gatica-Perez (2013) clustered GPS
trajectory points to extract stops from a single trajectory. For a subsection of the
trajectory, if the distance between the first and the last point is smaller than a threshold,
the time difference is greater than a threshold, and the time difference between each pair
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of consecutive points is smaller than a threshold, then this subsection of trajectory points
forms a cluster/stop. The authors found that there could be a small distance but a long
time gap between two consecutive points in the trajectory due to GPS signal loss. The
participant could have visited many other locations in between but the GPS device failed
to capture any point; or he might went into a building that caused the GPS signal loss. In
the former case, in order to prevent mistakenly identifying the two consecutive points as
a stop, the authors added the third condition to the clustering algorithm. However, this
condition further prevented identifying the two points in the latter case as a stop. Alvares
et al. (2007b) developed an algorithm called Stops and Moves of Trajectories (SMoT) to
find stops and moves in trajectories. The authors defined a set of geographical places
with geometries and minimum time durations according to the participants’ knowledge.
When a trajectory intersects the geometry of a place and the duration of the intersection is
more than the minimum time duration of the place, the intersection part of the trajectory
is considered as a stop. This method is easy to implement. However, creating the list of
known geographical places becomes a challenge when the sample size is large. This type
of method identifies stops with or without GPS signal loss.
Other studies have used a density based approach to identify stops. Thierry,
Chaix, and Kestens (2013) calculated a kernel density surface based on the distribution of
GPS points in a single trajectory. The density peaks whose time duration was more than 5
minutes were considered as stops. GPS points in the trajectory were then allocated either
to a stop or a move. Tang and Meng (2006) modified the DBSCAN (Density-Based
Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) method to identify stops from trajectory
data. DBSCAN is a density based point clustering algorithm (Ester et al. 1996). For each
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point 𝑝𝑖 in the dataset, it first draws a circle around the point with a predetermined radius,
then it counts the number of points within the circle. If the number is greater than a
threshold value, then point 𝑝𝑖 is considered as a core point and all the other points in the
circle is considered as its neighbors. If core point 𝑝𝑖 does not belong to any existing
cluster, then 𝑝𝑖 and its neighbors form a new cluster; if 𝑝𝑖 belongs to an existing cluster,
then 𝑝𝑖 and its neighbors join the existing cluster. Tang and Meng (2006) added a time
window to the algorithm to distinguish stops made at the same location but at different
times in one trajectory. For each point 𝑝𝑖 in the trajectory, it first retrieves all the points in
the trajectory that are within a time difference of point 𝑝𝑖 ; then it draws a circle around
point 𝑝𝑖 with a predetermined radius and counts the number of retrieved points within the
circle. If the number is greater than a threshold, then point 𝑝𝑖 is considered as a core point
and all the retrieved points in the circle are considered as its neighbors. The rest of the
algorithm is the same as the DBSCAN method. These density based methods cannot
identify stops where there are GPS signal loss, for example, inside a building. Palma et
al. (2008) also modified the DBSCAN method to extract stops from single trajectories.
For each point 𝑝𝑖 in the trajectory, it finds a sequence of points in the trajectory that is
within a threshold distance of 𝑝𝑖 . These distances are measured along the trajectory. If the
time difference between the last and the first point in this sequence is greater than a
threshold value, then point 𝑝𝑖 is considered as a core point and all the other points in the
sequence are considered as its neighbors. The rest of the algorithm is the same as
DBSCAN. This method can find clusters/stops where some of the GPS points are lost.
The authors further computed the threshold distance based on the distribution of distances
between two consecutive points in the trajectory. Zhao and Xu (2009) later improved the
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calculation of the threshold distance. They divided the trajectory into two parts: the fastspeed part and the slow-speed part. They argued that the distribution of distances between
two consecutive points in these two parts is not homogeneous. They calculated the
threshold distance based on the distances from the slow part. Their experiment proved
that this threshold distance can significantly improve the quality of clustering. The
modified density based method can not only identify stops with or without signal loss,
but also discover stops where the GPS points form clusters of irregular shapes. Moreover,
it is much more efficient and effective than other methods.
Very few studies used the circuity property of stops in trajectory data to separate
stops from moves. For a subsection of trajectory points, if the trajectory distance between
the first and the last point divided by the Euclidian distance between them is greater than
seven, then this subsection of trajectory is considered as a stop (Wolf et al. 2004). Manso
et al. (2010) developed the Direction-Based Stops and Moves of Trajectories (DB-SMoT)
algorithm using direction change to find stops in a single trajectory. For each point in the
trajectory, if the direction change at the point is bigger than a threshold then this point is
considered as a candidate cluster point. For a sequence of connected candidate cluster
points, if the total number of these points is more than a threshold and the time duration is
greater than the minimum time duration, then this sequence of candidate cluster points
forms a cluster/stop. This method is effective in identifying interesting places in
trajectories with apparent direction changes, such as fishing spots in fishing vessel
trajectories (with around 90 percent accuracy). However, this type of method does not
work for stops with GPS signal loss.
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2) Cluster Stops into Anchor Locations
When analyzing one individual’s trajectory data collected over weeks or months,
a significant number of stops could be identified. Many of these stops cluster at a few
locations. This is because human daily activities are repetitive. They may visit the same
location conducting the same activity multiple times a week/month, thus multiple stops at
the same location could be extracted from the individual’s trajectories and these stops
represent the same anchor location and the same activity. Researchers usually cluster
these stops and mark the ones in the same cluster with the same location ID. Thus we
know the individual repeatedly visited a few locations and conducted the same activities,
which can be used to model the individual’s daily T-A patterns. Grengs, Wang, and
Kostyniuk (2008) derived trip end points to represent stops and clustered them into a few
anchor locations if the distance between these stops is within 100 feet. Stopher,
FitzGerald, and Zhang (2008) clustered all trip end points within 200 meter buffer zones
into a few anchor locations.
There are three common types of point clustering algorithms that can be used to
cluster stops into anchor locations: partitioning (K-Means), hierarchical, and density
based algorithms. Partitioning algorithms run iteratively to minimize the sum of the
squared distances of each point to its cluster center. Ashbrook and Starner (2003) and
Alvarez-Garcia et al. (2010) derived trip end points to represent stops and clustered them
using a variant of K-Means clustering algorithm. There are a few problems of using
partitioning algorithms to cluster stops. First, the number of clusters must be specified
before running the algorithm, which can be difficult for clustering stops since the exact
number of places an individual have visited is usually unknown. Second, noise points
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cannot be excluded from a cluster. Not all stops are made at a anchor location. Stops
made at non-anchor locations should be excluded from a cluster. Third, partitioning
algorithms are not deterministic, meaning that the final clustering result depends on the
initial random assignment of points into clusters. Hierarchical algorithms establish a
hierarchical structure of all points. The algorithm runs either from top down that
iteratively splits all points into smaller clusters or from bottom up that iteratively
combines the closest points into a cluster. A termination condition needs to be specified
indicating when the iteration should be stopped. The clusters are organized as a
hierarchical tree and each branch of the tree represents a cluster. Hariharan and Toyama
(2004) clustered trip end points using an agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm.
The algorithm starts with treating each trip end point as a cluster. During each iteration of
the algorithm, if the distance between two closest clusters is smaller than a specified
distance (e.g., 250 meters), then they are merged; otherwise, the algorithm stops and
outputs all remaining clusters as locations. Chen et al. (2010) also clustered trip end
points into anchor locations using a hierarchical clustering algorithm. Hierarchical
algorithms allow researchers to specify the spatial scale of clusters, rather than the
number of clusters (partitioning algorithms) or the number of points contained in a cluster
(density based algorithms). However, it is difficult to define the proper termination
condition for a specific application. Density based algorithms such as DBSCAN
(introduced in the last section) identifies clusters of different shapes, do not require any
prior knowledge about the number of clusters, can effectively exclude noise points, and
work much more efficiently than the above two methods. Lv, Chen, and Chen (2013)
identified stops from trajectories and clustered them using the DBSCAN method.
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3) Infer Activity Types at Anchor Locations
After identifying anchor locations, researchers often use other datasets to help
infer the types of activities (e.g., work, school, shopping, recreation, etc.) conducted at
these locations. Wolf et al. (2004) and Grengs, Wang, and Kostyniuk (2008) both
inferred activity types using land-use data, business listings, time of the activity, activity
duration, and visiting frequency. Chen et al. (2010) overlay a business listing point file, a
participant’s self-reported activity locations file, and a land-use parcel file onto the
extracted anchor locations. For low density areas, the type of activity at a anchor location
can be directly inferred from intersection with known places. For dense areas, a
probabilistic model was applied to infer activity types considering the visiting history of
each anchor location.
4) Infer Travel Mode for the Moves
For each derived move, travel mode was often inferred using various methods,
such as rule-based models (Chung and Shalaby 2005; Chen et al. 2010; Wu et al. 2011;
Gong et al. 2012), decision tree models (Reddy et al. 2010; Wu et al. 2011), Hidden
Markov Models (Reddy et al. 2010), supervised learning methods (Zheng et al. 2010),
neural networks (Gonzalez et al. 2010), Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms
(Dodge, Weibel, and Forootan 2009; Bolbol et al. 2012), and fuzzy membership
classification (Biljecki, Ledoux, and Van Oosterom 2013). Urban canyon effect and
complicated urban transportation networks often contribute to errors in mode detection.

5) Identify Daily T-A Patterns
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Based on the "stops-and-moves" model, Bogorny and colleagues (Bogorny,
Kuijpers, and Alvares 2009; Bogorny, Heuser, and Alvares 2010) incorporated
repetitiveness and consecutiveness into daily T-A pattern analysis. A frequent pattern is
defined as a set of stops or moves that occur in a minimum number of daily trajectories
during the study period. A sequential pattern is a set of stops or moves in a particular
chronological order that occur in a minimum number of daily trajectories during the
study period. Grengs, Wang, and Kostyniuk (2008) detected and mapped the frequently
visited locations and traveled routes from an individual's GPS trajectory data collected
over four weeks, which could be considered as the individual’s frequent T-A patterns (see
Figure 10 in Grengs, Wang, and Kostyniuk 2008). However, temporal information and
connections between travels and activities (the sequential pattern) were not revealed in
the study.
Of the above four methods for modeling individual daily T-A patterns, activity
location modeling and travel route modeling each focuses on only one part of the T-A
behaviors, and neither of them reveal the connections between travels and activities nor
the order of conducting these travels and activities on the daily basis. The daily activity
sequence method captures the order of conducting activities in a day, but ignores the
locations of these activities and the travels between them. The stops and moves model
works fine for identifying single stops and moves, but fails to make a connection and
order among them.
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IV. COLLECTIVE ACTIVITY PATTERNS MODELING AND ANALYSIS
This chapter demonstrates the proposed space-time modeling techniques for
collective activity patterns. The empirical data contains the GPS trajectory data of a
sample of taxi cabs in San Francisco, California from May to June in 2008. The analysis
results and discussions are presented in the third section of the chapter.

Site Description and Data
San Francisco, California is one of the highest populated urban areas in North
America. Surrounded by water on three sides, the total land area of the city is
approximately 120 square kilometers with a population of about 805,235, according to
the 2010 US Census. There is a total of 194 census tracts in the land area of the city
(Figure 1). The census tract 2010 boundary data of San Francisco were downloaded from
the U.S. Census Bureau website for analysis.

Figure 1. The city of San Francisco.
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The San Francisco Dataset was downloaded from CRAWDAD (Community
Resource for Archiving Wireless Data At Dartmouth) website
(crawdad.cs.dartmouth.edu). It contains the GPS trajectory data of 536 taxi cabs in San
Francisco over a period of twenty-two days, from May 18 to June 8 in 2008. The
location-updates for each taxi contain the latitude/longitude coordinates, time stamp, and
the taxi occupancy status. Data were recorded approximately every sixty seconds. There
are about 1,500 authorized cabs doing business in the city of San Francisco. This
trajectory dataset was collected for the taxi cabs (about one third of all the authorized
cabs in the city) that belong to the Yellow Cab of San Francisco, the largest cab company
in the city.
One concern of using this dataset is the representativeness of the taxi data. First,
the dataset contains GPS trajectory data of about one third of all cabs in San Francisco.
The taxi passengers’ activities extracted from this dataset form a reasonable sample of all
taxi passengers’ activities in San Francisco. Second, people are more likely to use taxi
services for business, tourism, or entertainment types of activities, and less likely for
daily life activities, such as grocery shopping, daily trip to work and home, picking up
and dropping off children to schools, etc. Thus, activity patterns extracted from this
trajectory dataset do not represent urban residents’ daily life activity patterns, but rather
urban commercial, tourism, and entertainment activity patterns. Third, people may use
other transportation modes to reach commercial, tourism, and entertainment activity
destinations, such as driving a car, subway, bus, bicycle, walking, etc. These people's
activities are underrepresented. Thus, activity patterns extracted from this taxi trajectory
dataset represent urban commercial, tourism, and entertainment activity patterns at a
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certain degree. If we consider the fact that San Francisco is one of the leading centers of
commercial, tourism, and cultural activities in the United States, then analyzing taxi
passenger’s activity patterns may become more interesting. To reveal city residents’ daily
life activity patterns, other datasets need to be considered.
Due to the high spatial and temporal accuracy and continuous coverage over large
samples, GPS trajectory datasets can play a unique role for transportation and activity
pattern studies. A number of studies that were based on analyses of this taxi cab
trajectory dataset of San Francisco have been reported. Examples include real-time traffic
modeling and estimation (Herring 2010), optimal route recommendation (Hu et al. 2012),
future user location prediction (Scellato et al. 2011), and trajectory data privacy
protection (Gambs, Killijian, and Del Prado Cortez 2010; Hwang, Hsueh, and Chung
2012). Noteworthy is that none of these studies have explored the dynamic patterns of
urban activities at the collective level.
Taxi cabs’ GPS trajectory data was projected first during the initial data
processing. A 3D point feature (x, y, t) was used to represent an activity instance from the
trajectory dataset. The x and y coordinates recorded the location, and the t coordinate
recorded time. The location of an activity instance was defined as a passenger pick-up or
drop-off location. Such a location was inferred when there was a change in taxi
occupancy status. The average of the x and y coordinates between the location
immediately before a taxi status change and the one after the change were taken to
represent a pick-up or drop-off location. The time of each activity was estimated by
averaging the time stamps of these two consecutive locations. A total of 808,375
passenger activity points was identified from this dataset. These points were mapped to
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the corresponding census tracts for each hour interval. The number of activities that fall
within each census tract during each hour interval was recorded.

Methodology
Collective activity patterns can be revealed by the locations and times of activity
hot spots in the city and the evolvement of these hot spots over time. This section defines
an activity hot spot and the dynamic stages of hot spots in a life cycle and describes
methods for identifying an activity hot spot and its development stage. A prediction
method for future dynamics of activity hot spots is also presented in this section.

Detection of Activity Hot Spots
An activity hot spot was defined in this research as a census tract with a
significantly large number of activity instances during a one-hour period. Poisson
distribution was used to identify activity hot spots in this research. In probability theory
and statistics, Poisson distribution calculates the probability of a given number of events
occurring at a fixed time interval and/or space (Haight 1967). Two conditions are
required for using Poisson distribution (Haight 1967). First, the average rate of the
occurrence of the events is known. Second, the occurrence of the events is independent.
The theoretical distribution of the taxi passengers’ activities across the study area and
through the study time was assumed to be completely random. This means that the
occurrence of each activity at a specific census tract and during a specific hour interval
was random and independent of other activities. Thus, it was a reasonable assumption
that the number of activity instances occurring within a census tract during a one-hour
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interval obeys the Poisson distribution. Since the average rate of the occurrence of these
activities could be easily calculated using the San Francisco Dataset, Poisson distribution
was used to estimate the probability of a certain number of activity instances occurring at
a certain tract during a certain hour.
Let λi denote the expected number of activities that occur at census tract i during
an hour j, the probability of observing k instances in tract i during hour j is:
𝑃(𝑘𝑖,𝑗 ) =
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Where ai is the areal size of tract i, A is the total areal size of the 194 census tracts
on land, T is the total number of hours in the data period, and N is the total number of
activity instances. Equation (2) generates small probability for large ki, j. When 𝑃 is
smaller than a threshold (for example, 0.01), it means it is very unlikely to observe 𝑘
instances in tract i during hour j, indicating that census tract i has a significantly large
number of activity instances during hour j thus it forms an activity hot spot. A computer
program was developed to screen whether a census tract forms a hot spot during any onehour interval.
The potential impact of Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP) (Fotheringham
and Wong 1991) must be addressed. Census tract was selected as the spatial unit for the
analysis due to the following considerations. First, census tracts are a stable set of
geographic units for the United State Census Bureau to present statistical data. Each
census tract usually covers a physically contiguous area with a population size between
1200 and 8000. Census tract boundaries generally follow physical features or
administrative boundaries. Using census tracts as the spatial units provides possibility of
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linking the social-economic statistical data with the discovered activity patterns.
Although an equal-sized grid that is draped over the city may serve as a framework for
summarizing the taxi passengers’ activity data, such a spatial partition is incapable to
reflect local socioeconomic characteristics. Moreover, smaller units will lead to
significant increase in processing time, creating a problem for the analysis as the
algorithm runs on a single desktop computer. However, it should be noted that the
application of census tracts as the spatial units for the empirical analyses reported in this
research does not automatically exclude other spatial partition schemes. Similar to
MAUP, there is a Modifiable Temporal Unit Problem (MTUP), meaning that the hot spot
patterns might be different as the time unit varies. One-hour interval was chosen because
it is a common unit for daily pattern cycle. A study aiming at comparing patterns at
different spatial and temporal scales should consider using other spatial and temporal
units.

Dynamics of Activity Hot Spots in a Life Cycle
The dynamics of activity hot spots can be described using a six-stage spectrum of
life cycle. The hot spot status of one specific census tract (the center) and that of its
surrounding tracts (the periphery) at two consecutive time periods (time 1 and time 2)
were considered to define the hot spot’s development stage. The periphery zone for a
center tract was defined as the combined area of all the census tracts which shared a
boundary with the center tract. The expected and observed number of activities for the
periphery zone was respectively the sum of the expected and observed number of
activities in each of its member tracts. The hot spot status of the periphery zone can be
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examined using equation (2) and by substituting ai by the areal size of the periphery zone.
It needs to be recognized that this definition of the periphery zone and treatment of the
examination of the hot spot status of the periphery zone has an impact on the periphery
zone hot spot status, the development stages of hot spots, the overall collective activity
patterns across the urban space, and the evolvement of these patterns over time.
Combining all the adjacent census tracts together as the periphery zone simplifies the
examination of the periphery zone hot spot status and the evaluation of hot spot
development stage by reducing the number of variables. However, it is unable to count
the variations among the member tracts of a periphery zone. Other definitions and
treatments of the periphery zone may result in the discovery of different collective
activity patterns and evolvements. This aspect may be explored in future studies.
A hot spot’s life cycle includes six development stages:
1) Emergence: a hot spot emerges at a center zone, its periphery zone, or both, if
neither the center nor the periphery zone is a hot spot at time 1 and at least one
of them becomes a hot spot at time 2.
2) Expansion: a hot spot expands if either a center or its periphery zone is a hot
spot at time 1 and both of them are hot spots at time 2. An outward expansion
presents if a hot spot expands from center to periphery zone; an inward
expansion exists if a hot spot expands from periphery zone to center zone.
3) Stableness: a hot spot is stable if the status of both center and periphery zones
remain the same from time 1 to time 2.
4) Shrinkage: a hot spot shrinks if both center and periphery zones are hot spots
at time 1 but only one of them remains as a hot spot at time 2. An outward
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shrink presents if the center zone loses its hot spot status; an inward shrink
exists if the periphery zone loses its hot spot status.
5) Displacement: a hot spot is displaced if either the center or the periphery zone
is a hot spot at time 1, and their hot spot statuses switch at time 2. An outward
displacement refers to the moving of a hot spot from center to periphery zone;
an inward displacement is the moving of a hot spot from periphery zone to
center.
6) Decease: a hot spot deceases at center, periphery zone, or both if the center,
the periphery zone, or both are hot spots at time 1 but neither is a hot spot at
time 2.
Table 2 summarizes the typology of the six stages. A computer program was
developed to assess the hot spot status following the six-stage spectrum typology. The
dynamics of all activity hot spots were assessed by considering both central and
periphery zones during two consecutive hour intervals.
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Table 2. Typology of activity hot spot dynamics throughout a life cycle.
Life Cycle
Stage

Dynamic Pattern

Zones in a
Neighborhood
Center

Center Emergence
Emergence

Periphery Emergence
Overall Emergence
Outward Expansion

Expansion
Inward Expansion
Center Stableness
Stableness

Periphery Stableness
Overall Stableness
Outward Shrinkage

Shrinkage
Inward Shrinkage
Outward Displacement
Displacement
Inward Displacement
Center Decease
Decease

Periphery Decease
Overall Decease
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Time 1
Hot Spot
Status
No

Time 2
Hot Spot
Status
Yes

Periphery

No

No

Center

No

No

Periphery

No

Yes

Center

No

Yes

Periphery

No

Yes

Center

Yes

Yes

Periphery

No

Yes

Center

No

Yes

Periphery

Yes

Yes

Center

Yes

Yes

Periphery

No

No

Center

No

No

Periphery

Yes

Yes

Center

Yes

Yes

Periphery

Yes

Yes

Center

Yes

No

Periphery

Yes

Yes

Center

Yes

Yes

Periphery

Yes

No

Center

Yes

No

Periphery

No

Yes

Center

No

Yes

Periphery

Yes

No

Center

Yes

No

Periphery

No

No

Center

No

No

Periphery

Yes

No

Center

Yes

No

Periphery

Yes

No

Prediction of Hot Spots Dynamics
Being able to predict hot spot dynamics has a great potential for better traffic
management and service delivery. An initial observation of the case data showed a clear
weekly periodic pattern on the daily total of activity instances in the study area during the
twenty-two-day period (Figure 2). Based on this observation, it was reasonable to make
an assumption that collective activity patterns also followed a weekly repetitive cycle. As
collective activity patterns were revealed by the spatial temporal distribution of activity
hot spots and their development processes, it was reasonable to assume that activity hot
spot distribution and dynamics also followed a weekly repetitive cycle.

Figure 2. The daily total of activity instances in the study area during the twenty-two-day
period.
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With this assumption, the number of activity instances in a spatial unit during a
future time interval was estimated as the historical average number of activity instances
in the spatial unit during the same time interval of a day on the same day of a week. Let d
represents the dth day of a week. The values of d {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} correspond to the days
of a week {𝑆𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑦, 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑦, 𝑇𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑑𝑎𝑦, 𝑊𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑑𝑎𝑦, 𝑇ℎ𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑑𝑎𝑦, 𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑦, 𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑦}.
𝑗𝑑 represents hour j on the dth day of a future week. 𝐾𝑖𝑗𝑑 is the estimated number of
activity instances in census tract i during hour j on the dth day of a future week. w
represents the wth week in the data collection period. m is the total number of weeks in
the data collection period. 𝑗𝑤𝑑 represents hour j on the dth day of the wth week. 𝑘𝑖𝑗𝑤𝑑 is
the number of activity instances in census tract i during hour j on the dth day of the wth
week. Equation (4) calculates the estimated number of activity instances in a census tract
during a future hour.
𝐾𝑖𝑗𝑑 =

∑𝑚
𝑤=1 𝑘𝑖𝑗

𝑤𝑑

𝑚

, 𝑤 = 1, 2, 3, … , 𝑚, 𝑑 = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

(4)

Thus, whether census tract i would host an activity hot spot during a future hour j
can be assessed using Poisson distribution (Equation 2 and 3). The hot spot status of all
census tracts in the study area during a future hour can be assessed using the above
method.
A future hot spot's development stage can be evaluated using the estimated hot
spot status of the center census tract and that of the periphery zone at two consecutive
hours in the future. As the periphery zone for a center census tract was defined as the
combined area of all the census tracts sharing a boundary with the center tract, the
estimated number of activity instances in the periphery zone during a future hour was
respectively the sum of the estimated number of activity instances in each of its member
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tracts during the future hour. Thus, the hot spot status of the periphery zone during a
future hour can be assessed using Poisson distribution (Equation 2 and ai is substituted by
the areal size of the periphery zone). When the estimated hot spot status of the center
tract and its periphery zone during a future hour j was connected with that of the future
hour (j+1), the development stage of this future hot spot can be evaluated using the
typology defined in Table 2. Table 3 shows the prediction method for the development
stage of a future hot spot during two consecutive hours.

Table 3. The prediction method for the development stage of a future hot spot during two
consecutive hours.
Zones in a
Neighborhood

Future Hour j
Hot Spot Status

Future Hour (j+1)
Hot Spot Status

Center census tract i

Estimated with 𝐾𝑖𝑗𝑑

Estimated with 𝐾𝑖(𝑗+1)𝑑 *

The periphery zone 𝑖𝑝 *

Estimated with 𝐾𝑖𝑝 𝑗𝑑 *

Estimated with 𝐾𝑖𝑝 (𝑗+1)𝑑 *

*Note: 𝐾𝑖(𝑗+1)𝑑 is the estimated number of activity instances in census tract i during hour
(j+1) on the dth day of a future week. 𝑖𝑝 is the periphery zone of census tract i. 𝐾𝑖𝑝 𝑗𝑑 is
the estimated number of activity instances in periphery zone 𝑖𝑝 during hour j on the dth
day of a future week. 𝐾𝑖𝑝 (𝑗+1)𝑑 is the estimated number of activity instances in periphery
zone 𝑖𝑝 during hour (j+1) on the dth day of a future week.

When j is the current hour, (j+1) is the upcoming hour. Activity instance data
during hour j may be collected in real time by a central server and summarized at the end
of hour j. Assume that the central server maintains a database of activity instances for the
past m weeks. Activity hot spot status for each census tract and its periphery zone during
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hour j can be evaluated using Equation (2) and (3). For the upcoming hour (j+1), the
number of activity instances in each census tract 𝐾𝑖(𝑗+1)𝑑 and its periphery zone 𝐾𝑖𝑝 (𝑗+1)𝑑
can be estimated using Equation (4). The hot spot status for each census tract and its
periphery zone during the upcoming hour (j+1) can be assessed using Equation (2) and
(3). Thus, the hot spot status at each census tract and its periphery zone during the current
hour j and the upcoming hour (j+1) is calculated and estimated. They are combined to
determine the upcoming development stage of all activity hot spots in the study area.
To evaluate prediction accuracy, the predicted activity hot spots and their
development stages can be compared with the calculated activity hot spots and their
development stages using the observation data, once a future hour became a past hour
and activity data was collected. The accuracy of the prediction is closely related to the
assumption on a weekly repetitive cycle for collective activity patterns. Other
assumptions on a temporal repetitive cycle (such as daily, seasonal, etc.) may be explored
in future studies. The prediction accuracy may also be related to the collection period
(number of weeks) of the historical data. Moreover, the prediction reflects historical
average weekly collective activity patterns, as it was made based on a weekly repetitive
assumption. Any significant deviation of the observed hot spot dynamics from the
prediction may indicate the presence of abnormal or special events in the study area (for
example, a large ethnic festival, a large sports event, etc.).

Findings and Discussion
Hot spot analyses in this research were conducted for each census tract at the onehour interval. Each one-hour interval is referred to using the starting time during a
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twenty-four-hour period. For example, "hour 0 on Monday May 19" refers to the time
period of 12:00 am – 1:00 am on May 19. For each of the census tracts that were
identified as activity hot spots at a certain hour (i.e. time 1), the dynamics of that hot spot
was assessed by connecting with the hot spot patterns centered at the same census tract at
the hour immediately before (i.e. time 0) and the hour immediately after (i.e. time 2) that
hour. Hence, the dynamics of a hot spot was determined by the development of the
activity patterns during two consecutive one-hour intervals.

Life Cycle of an Activity Hot Spot
In order to illustrate the life cycle of an activity hot spot, the hot spot status for a
focal census tract and its surrounding tracts were analyzed for Saturday May 31, 2008.
The focal census tract was in downtown San Francisco (Figure 3). The maps in Figure 3
illustrate the hot spot life cycle of the center tract through the stages of hot spot
emergence, expansion, stableness, shrinkage, and decease. The center tract and its
surrounding tracts formed a cluster of stable hot spots between hour 0 and hour 4 (12 – 5
am) except for the two surrounding tracts that showed some changes. An outward
shrinking was detected at the center tract during hour 4 to hour 5 (i.e. 4 – 6 am); it spread
outward until the center tract deceased as a hot spot during hour 6 (i.e. 6 – 7 am) and
remained so until hour 9 (i.e. 9 – 10 am). A hot spot emerged from the surrounding tracts
during hour 10 and expanded to the center tract during hour 11. Both the center and the
surrounding tracts remained as hot spots throughout the rest of the day.
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Figure 3. The life cycle of an activity hot spot.

It is important to understand that the timing and the sequences of the different
stages of hot spot development vary on different days of a week and for different parts of
a city. The variation reflects the spatial patterns and rhymes of urban life. After building a
city-wide profile of space-time hot spots, better and more informed decisions can be
made for traffic management, public safety control, emergency response and other
services.

Dynamic Patterns of Activity Hot Spots during a Day
As Figure 2 showed a clear weekly periodic pattern on the daily total of activity
instances in the study area, one can see that the largest number of activities existed on
Saturdays, and the smallest numbers appeared to be on Mondays and Tuesdays. Thus,
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one Tuesday (May 27, 2008) and one Saturday (May 31, 2008) were selected for a close
examination of the variations in the spatial temporal distribution of activity hot spots and
their development patterns. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the hot spots’ dynamic patterns for
every two consecutive hours on these two days. For visualization purpose, only the six
stages of hot spot life cycle were reported on the maps. The details of the hot spot
dynamics, as described by the fifteen categories in the second column of Table 2, can be
assessed following the second subsection of the methodology section of this chapter. The
details of the comparison on the dynamic hot spot patterns between a Tuesday and a
Saturday were discussed below.

A.

Tuesday: first half-day.

Figure 4. Dynamic patterns of activity hot spots on a Tuesday.
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B.

Tuesday: second half-day.

Figure 4. (Continued) Dynamic patterns of activity hot spots on a Tuesday.
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A.

Saturday: first half-day.

Figure 5. Dynamic patterns of activity hot spots on a Saturday.
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B.

Saturday: second half-day.

Figure 5. (Continued) Dynamic patterns of activity hot spots on a Saturday.

The pattern differences in the dynamics of activity hot spots between the selected
Tuesday and Saturday showed clearly when cross-referencing Figures 4 and 5. Compared
to the post-midnight hours on the Tuesday, many more hot spots existed during the same
time on the Saturday and they existed in a larger geographic area. A number of hot spots
started shrinking and dying during hour 0 and hour 1 (i.e. 12 – 2 am) on the Tuesday, but
they did not do so on the Saturday until about hour 3 to hour 4 (i.e. 3 – 5 am), suggesting
a three-hour extended active period on the Saturday. Similarly, most hot spots
disappeared / died during hour 3 to hour 4 (i.e. 3 – 5 am) on the Tuesday. However, this
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pattern did not show until about hour 6 and hour 7 (i.e. 6 – 8 am) on the Saturday, which
is another three-hour delay. These pattern differences during mid-night and early morning
hours reflected the activity rhythms of most urban dwellers on the different days of a
week. People are more active in the midnight and post-midnight hours on a Saturday than
a Tuesday. Many people work during the day on Tuesday, and they are likely to be
resting in bed during Tuesday early morning hours, resulting in few hot spots city-wide.
This observation was further confirmed by the statistics reported in Table 4 for the hours
2-3 (i.e. 2 – 4 am) and the hours 4-5 (i.e. 4 – 6 am). There were more active hot spots
during these hours on the Saturday, while most hot spots were deceased during the same
time on the Tuesday.
Hot spots started emerging at hour 7 (7 – 8 am) on Tuesday morning. The
emerging and expanding mode lasted until hour 10 (10 – 11 am), resulting in a total of
about fifty hot spots. On Saturday, hot spots did not start the emerging mode until hour 9
(9 – 10 am). The emerging and expanding mode lasted also around four hours until hour
12 (12 – 1 pm), totaling about sixty new hot spots. There seemed to be a two-hour delay
for the morning activity hot spots on the Saturday compared to the Tuesday. There were
more activity hot spots on the Tuesday morning than the Saturday morning. However,
after the delayed peak of emerging hot spots, the total number of activity hot spots on the
Saturday surpassed that on the Tuesday around noontime (Table 4, column "H11-H12").
Thus, Saturday saw more activity hot spots after noontime (see the last maps in Figures
4A & 5A). On both days, a surge of emerging activity hot spots appeared during the
evening time at hours 19-20 (Figures 4B & 5B). Work and business-related activities
were likely responsible for the active early morning patterns on the Tuesday, while social
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and tourism activities may be reflected more by the Saturday pattern. Most people get up
early for their busy weekday routines on Tuesday, but many may choose to follow a late
schedule on Saturday. However, people tend to attend more social and entertainment
events and tourism activities on Saturday, resulting in an overall larger number of activity
hot spots on the Saturday.

Table 4. Comparing the dynamics of activity hot spots during the selected hours on a
Tuesday (May 27, 2008) and a Saturday (May 31, 2008).
H2 – H3
(2am – 4am)

H4 – H5
(4am – 6am)

H8 – H9
(8am – 10am)

H11 – H12
(11am – 1pm)

H20 – H21
(8pm – 10pm)

Tue.

Sat.

Tue.

Sat.

Tue.

Sat.

Tue.

Sat.

Tue.

Sat.

Emergence

0

1

0

0

12

12

0

10

5

4

Expansion

0

3

0

0

6

1

3

5

3

10

Stableness

9

76

0

19

17

6

37

39

55

65

Shrinkage

7

8

0

18

0

0

6

1

4

1

Displacement

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

Decease

22

1

11

42

0

2

4

0

0

0

Total active hot
spots

16

88

0

37

35

19

46

57

67

81

Hot Spot Stage

Note: The focused study area consists of 194 census tracts, each of which was evaluated
as a potential center for an activity hot spot.

Overall, the Tuesday patterns described above may represent a typical weekday
(work day) scenario: many activity hot spots emerge during the morning rush hours, and
most hot spots decease around the midnight hours. The Saturday patterns reveal a typical
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weekend-day situation: many hot spots start emerging in the late morning hours and
remain active for longer hours, and more hot spots are generated throughout the day
overall. These general patterns of activity hot spots and their dynamics reflect the overall
urban activity tides and ebbs. Business related activities start getting active early in the
morning on a weekday. Weekend activities tend to be related to tourism and
entertainment. They are likely to start in mid or late morning hours and may last until
midnight or even the next morning.

Predicting the Dynamics of Activity Hot Spots
As GPS trajectory data in the San Francisco dataset was collected over twentytwo days from Sunday May 18, 2008 to Sunday June 8, 2008, it was split into two parts.
The first twenty-one days (three weeks) were used as historical data for hot spot
prediction. The last day, Sunday June 8, 2008 was used as the ground truth for a
comparison with the prediction and calculating prediction accuracy.
Assume the current time was at the end of hour 4 (4 - 5am) and beginning of hour
5 (5 - 6am) on Sunday June 8, 2008. Activity instance data during hour 4 had been
collected and summarized into census tract units. Hot spot status during hour 4 for each
census tract and its periphery zone were evaluated using Equation (2) and (3). The
number of activity instances in each census tract (𝐾𝑖50 ) and its periphery zone (𝐾𝑖𝑝 50 )
during hour 5 was estimated using Equation (4) and the three-week historical data. Thus,
hot spot status during hour 5 was estimated for each census tract and its periphery zone.
Compared with the calculated hot spot status during hour 5 with the ground truth data on
Sunday June 8, 2008, the number of census tracts and periphery zones with the correct
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prediction and prediction accuracy was reported in Table 5. The calculated hot spot status
during hour 4 with the ground truth data and the estimated hot spot status during hour 5
with the historical data were combined to estimate hot spot development stages during
the two hours (hour 4 - 5, 4 - 6am). The observed hot spot development stages during
hour 4 and 5 were calculated with the ground truth data at hour 4 and 5 on Sunday June 8,
2008. The number of census tracts with the correct prediction on the hot spot
development stage and the prediction accuracy was reported in Table 5. The upper two
maps in Figure 6 show the predicted hot spot dynamics and the observed hot spot
dynamics during hour 4 and 5 (4 - 6am) on Sunday June 8, 2008.

Table 5. Accuracy of status predication for activity hot spots and their developments.
Prediction Item

Census Tracts (out of 194)
with Correct Prediction

Prediction Accuracy

186

95.9%

184

94.8%

178

91.8%

180

92.8%

169

87.1%

171

88.1%

Center zone status at hour 5 (5
– 6am)
Periphery zone status at hour 5
(5 – 6am)
Hot spot dynamics during hour
4 – hour 5 (4 – 6am)
Center zone status at hour 13
(1 – 2pm)
Periphery zone status at hour
13 (1 – 2pm)
Hot spot dynamics during hour
12 – hour 13 (12pm – 2pm)
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Figure 6. Predicted and real-time dynamic patterns of activity hot spots on a Sunday.

The same analysis was repeated for hour 12 and 13 on Sunday June 8, 2008. The
number of census tracts and periphery zones with the correct prediction on hot spot
status, the number of census tracts with the correct prediction on the hot spot
development stage, and prediction accuracy were reported in Table 5. The predicted and
observed hot spot dynamics during hour 12 and 13 were shown in the lower two maps in
Figure 6.
The predicted hot spot status during hour 5 was 95.9 percent accurate for center
census tracts and 94.8 percent accurate for periphery zones. The prediction accuracy for
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hot spot dynamics during hour 4 and 5 was 91.8 percent. The predictions for Sunday
early afternoon (hour 12 – hour 13) were reasonably accurate with the rates as 92.8
percent, 87.1 percent, and 88.1 percent respectively. Prediction accuracy was further
analyzed with confusion matrix, commission and omission errors in Table 6 – 9.
Commission and omission errors are two types of possible errors in predictive or
classification models (Anderson, Lew, and Peterson 2003). Commission errors represent
the proportion of items that were predicted to be in a category but actually belong to other
categories (Anderson, Lew, and Peterson 2003). They are also called false positives, or
overprediction. Omission errors represent the proportion of items that belong to a
category but were predicted to be in other categories (Anderson, Lew, and Peterson
2003). They are also called false negatives, or underprediction. The relative proportions
of these errors are usually presented in a matrix called confusion matrix, or error matrix
(Anderson, Lew, and Peterson 2003). Commission and omission errors of the prediction
of being a hot spot for both center census tracts and periphery zones were somewhat big
(Table 9). This is because the number of hot spots were small during the predicted hour
interval (5 – 6 am, Table 6 and 7). Any false prediction would lead to bigger commission
and omission errors. For the hot spot development stage prediction, commission and
omission errors were big for hot spots in the stage of “inward shrinkage” and “inward
expansion” (Table 9). Respectively, there were only two and one observed hot spots in
these two stages, one or two false prediction would lead to huge errors (Table 8).
By cross-referencing the predicted patterns and observed patterns in Figure 6, it
was found that errors mainly occurred at census tracts located on the edge of the main hot
spot cluster. These edge tracts had more complex life cycles than the census tracts located
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in the cluster center – they tend to change through different stages of life cycle more
frequently (refer to the maps in Figures 4 & 5 for examples). This indicates that their hot
spot status may be more sensitive to the specific activities that are going on during a
particular time on a particular day, which makes it harder for a highly accurate prediction.

Table 6. Confusion matrix for center census tracts’ hot spot status predication accuracy at
hour 5.
Predicted hot spot status
Total

Observed
hot spot
status

Hot spot

Not a hot spot

Hot spot

9

3

12

Not a
hot spot

5

177

182

14

180

194

Total

Table 7. Confusion matrix for periphery zones’ hot spot status predication accuracy at
hour 5.
Predicted hot spot status
Total

Observed
hot spot
status

Hot spot

Not a hot spot

Hot spot

38

6

44

Not a
hot spot

4

146

150

42

152

194

Total
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Table 8. Confusion matrix for the predication accuracy of hot spot development stages
between hour 4 and hour 5.
Predicted hot spot development stage

Observed hot spot development stage

Total
C_D

P_D

O_D

I_S

P_S

I_E

None

C_D

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

P_D

0

21

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

23

O_D

0

0

9

0

1

0

0

0

0

10

I_S

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

O_S

0

0

1

1

14

4

0

0

0

20

O_Stb

0

0

0

1

1

7

0

0

0

9

P_S

0

3

0

0

0

0

11

0

0

14

I_E

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

None

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

112

112

3

24

10

3

17

11

14

0

112

194

Total

O_S O_Stb

Note: “C_D” donates “Center Decease”; “P_D” donates “Periphery Decease”; “O_D”
donates “Overall Decease”; “I_S” donates “Inward Shrinkage”; “O_S” donates “Outward
Shrinkage”; “O_Stb” donates “Overall Stableness”; “P_S” donates “Periphery
Stableness”; “I_E” donates “Inward Expansion”; “None” donates “Not a hot spot”.
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Table 9. Commission and omission errors of the predication for hot spot status at hour 5
and hot spot development stages during hour 4 and 5.

Hot spot

Commission
errors
0.357

Omission
errors
0.25

Not a hot spot

0.017

0.0275

Hot spot

0.095

0.136

Not a hot spot

0.0395

0.0267

C_D

0

0

P_D

0.125

0.0870

O_D

0.1

0.1

I_S

0.667

0.5

O_S

0.176

0.3

O_Stb

0.364

0.222

P_S

0.214

0.214

I_E

0

1

None

0

0

Prediction item
Center census tract hot
spot status at hour 5
Periphery zone hot spot
status at hour 5

Hot spot development
stage during hour 4 - 5

Note: “C_D” donates “Center Decease”; “P_D” donates “Periphery Decease”; “O_D”
donates “Overall Decease”; “I_S” donates “Inward Shrinkage”; “O_S” donates “Outward
Shrinkage”; “O_Stb” donates “Overall Stableness”; “P_S” donates “Periphery
Stableness”; “I_E” donates “Inward Expansion”; “None” donates “Not a hot spot”.
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V. INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY PATTERNS MODELING AND ANALYSIS
This chapter demonstrates the proposed space-time modeling techniques for
identifying individual daily T-A patterns. The empirical data contains the GPS trajectory
data of two participants in the Microsoft Research Asia GeoLife Project (Zheng et al.
2008, 2009). The pattern discovery and the sensitivity analysis are reported in the third
section of the chapter.

Site Description and Data
Beijing is located in northern China. It is the capital city and the second largest
city (by urban population) of China. It is the nation’s political, cultural, economic, and
educational center. Beijing has been the political center of China for about eight
centuries. It is known for its palaces, temples, parks, gardens, tombs, walls, and gates.
These historical treasures and many universities together made Beijing a center of culture
and education. It is also the home of the headquarters of many China’s largest stateowned companies and it is a major hub for the country’s transportation network.
The Beijing Dataset was collected mostly in Beijing through the Microsoft
Research Asia GeoLife Project from April 2007 to September 2009 (Zheng et al. 2008,
2009). It contains the GPS trajectory data of thirty-two volunteers in various periods,
from one week to over two years. These volunteers might be drawn from the employees
who worked at a research institution in Beijing. This dataset recorded many of the
outdoor travels conducted between their daily activities, such as home, work, shopping,
dining, sightseeing, hiking, cycling, etc. There were two types of data files for each
participant. The GPS trajectory files contained latitude, longitude, elevation, date, and
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time. Location information was recorded approximately every two to five seconds. The
trip label file contained information about the date, starting time, ending time, and
transportation mode of each trip taken during the survey period.
There are some concerns with this dataset. First, the sample size was not adequate
to generate prototypes of individual daily T-A patterns. Second, the volunteers may come
from the same workplace thus share similar work schedules. The daily T-A patterns
discovered from these people may only be representative for this particular workplace.
Third, data incompleteness and inconsistency exist in this dataset. Many participants did
not track their traveling continuously during the survey period. It was common to find
that some trips during certain time periods (i.e. a few hours of a day or a few days of a
month) were missing. Various reasons may contribute to this type of data incompleteness.
The survey participants might choose not to record some of the trips due to privacy
concerns. They might forget to turn on the GPS device timely, or encounter some
technical issues with the device, such as running out of battery, etc. Data inconsistency
was also found between the trip label files and the GPS trajectory files. For example,
some trips were recorded in the trip label file but could not be found in the GPS trajectory
files or vice versa. Sometimes, the starting and/or ending time of the same trip does not
match between the two files. Fourth, other information about the participants (such as
demographic and economic status) and their activities (such as activity types) were
absent. Thus, the analysis will not be able to link the discovered daily T-A patterns with
personal characteristics. These limitations associated with the Beijing Dataset must be
recognized before proceeding to the data analysis.
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Data was collected over thirty days for Eighteen out of the thirty-two participants.
From these eighteen participants, two (ID: 022 and 031) were selected for the empirical
analysis. These two participants lived in the northern area of Beijing when their data was
collected. For each participant, the locations of trip origins and destinations were
identified by cross-referencing the trajectory files and the trip label file. The trip origins
and destinations were then used to create a trip end points file containing information on
location, date, time, and transportation mode. Each participant's trip end points were
projected and shown on a map. A few clusters of these points could be observed. These
clusters represented anchor locations of the participant. Density based clustering
algorithm (Ester et al. 1996) was implemented on each participant's trip end points. For
each trip end point 𝑝𝑖 in a participant’s trip end point set, a circle was drawn around the
point with a predetermined radius (200 meters in this case study). Then the number of
points within the circle was counted. If the number was greater than a threshold value (20
in this case study), then point 𝑝𝑖 was considered a core point and all the other points in
the circle was considered its neighbors. If core point 𝑝𝑖 did not belong to any existing
cluster, then 𝑝𝑖 and its neighbors formed a new cluster. If 𝑝𝑖 belonged to an existing
cluster, then 𝑝𝑖 and its neighbors joined the existing cluster. Density based clustering
algorithm determines the number of clusters automatically, identifies clusters of different
shapes, and excludes noise points effectively. During the initial data processing, density
based clustering algorithm was run with different search radii and threshold values on
each participant’s trip end point dataset. The search radius and threshold value that
produced the best clustering result was used in the case study. Note that, other values for
the search radius and threshold may work better for different point datasets.
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A few clusters of trip end points were identified for each participant (e.g., Figure
7). For each cluster, the mean center was used to represent an anchor location for a
participant, and a single letter (such as "B") was assigned as the location ID. All trip end
points that belong to a cluster were marked with the same location ID. The trip end points
that do not belong to any cluster/anchor location were all assigned the letter "A". Thus,
letter "A" was not a fixed location as all the other letters. It refered to all non-anchor
locations of the participant. Figure 7 shows an example of one participant’s trip end
points clustering at a few anchor locations. Next, each trip was represented by two letters,
such as "BD" (indicating a trip from anchor location "B" to "D") and "BA" (indicating a
trip from anchor location "B" to a non-anchor location). All the trips of one participant
were then sorted by time. It needs to be noted that many trips start and/or end at anchor
locations (e.g., home, workplace, etc.) for each participant, and there is no pre-knowledge
about any anchor locations from any participant. All the anchor locations of a participant
were found through data processing, including trip end points identification and
clustering, as illustrated above.
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Figure 7. Participant 031's trip end points cluster at several anchor locations.

Methodology
An individual’s one-day T-A events was represented as a sequence of trip origins
and destinations in the chronological order. These origins and destinations were also the
individual’s activity locations. By analyzing the similarities between these daily T-A
sequences from one individual, one or more representative daily T-A patterns may be
found to describe the individual’s daily routines.

Constructing Individuals’ Daily T-A Sequences
Most individuals take more than one trip a day (e.g., one trip is from home to
work and another is from work to home). The origins and destinations of the trips taken
by one individual in one day can be lined up chronologically in a sequence. This one-
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dimensional sequence records the individual’s one-day T-A. Each element in this
sequence has only one attribute: the location information for an origin or a destination.
For example, assume that John’s T-As on one particular day include staying at location
"B" from 12:00 am to 7:40 am, traveling from location "B" to location "C" by car and
arriving at location "C" at 8:20 am, staying at "C" until 4:30 pm, traveling from "C" back
to "B" by car and arriving at location "B" at 5:10 pm, and staying at "B" until the end of
the day (11:59 pm). John’s T-As during the day can be represented by a one-dimensional
sequence as "BCCB". Element "B" indicates both the activity location from 12:00 am to
7:40 am and the origin location of the trip from "B" to "C".
When the origin and destination locations of each trip are paired up and treated as
single elements in a T-A sequence, a two-dimensional T-A sequence is formed. This twodimensional sequence records the trips one individual had taken in one day in the
chronological order. Each element in the sequence has two attributes: one for trip origin
location and the other for trip destination location. Using John’s example, his T-A in that
day can be represented by a two-dimensional sequence as "BcCb". Each element (e.g.,
"Bc") indicates a trip John had taken in the day ("B" is the trip origin location and "c" is
the destination location).
When information on time and transportation mode is considered, higher
dimensional sequences can be constructed. A three-dimensional sequence records the
location, time, and transportation mode of T-A taken during a day in the chronological
order. Each element in the sequence has three attributes: trip origin/destination location,
trip starting/ending time, and the transportation mode. Note that the second attribute
always matches the first attribute. In this case, if the first attribute records the origin of a
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trip, the second attribute records the starting time of the trip; if the first attribute records
the destination of a trip, the second attribute records the ending time of the trip. Using
John’s example again, his T-A in that day can be represented by a three-dimensional
sequence as "BheCieCqeBre". In element "Bhe", "B" is the trip origin location; "h" is the
time leaving "B", "e" is the transportation mode of the trip. Time and transportation
modes are coded as lower case letters separately for sequence representation (see Table
10 & 11).

Table 10. Twenty-four lower case letters to represent twenty-four hours of a day.
Letter
a
b
c
......
w
x

Hour of a Day
12:00:00 am - 12:59:59 am
1:00:00 am - 1:59:59 am
2:00:00 am - 2:59:59 am
......
10:00:00 pm - 10:59:59 pm
11:00:00 pm - 11:59:59 pm

Table 11. Nine lower case letters to represent twelve different transportation modes.
Letter
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i

Transportation Mode
Walk or run
Bike
Bus
Motorcycle
Car
Taxi
Plane
Subway, railway, or train
Boat
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When more information about one trip is included in one element, a five- or
higher dimensional sequence can be constructed. The five attributes for one element are:
trip origin location, trip destination location, trip starting time, trip ending time, and
transportation mode. John’s one-day T-A in the example can be represented as a fivedimensional sequence "BchieCbqre". In element "Bchie", "B" records the trip origin
location, "c" is the destination location, "h" is the time leaving "B", "i" is the time
arriving at "c", and "e" is the transportation mode. There are certainly other ways to form
sequences to incorporate different attributes into a sequence. This research uses the above
four types of sequences.

Similarity between Corresponding Elements
In order to find an individual’s daily routines, similarity between his daily T-A
sequences needs to be measured. For this purpose, the similarity between each pair of
corresponding elements from two sequences needs to be quantified first. Element
similarity can be calculated using similarity matrices consisting of similarity scores
between the corresponding attributes of the corresponding elements.
As described in the last section, elements in one-dimensional sequences has only
one attribute: the origin/destination location of a trip. The similarity of two corresponding
elements from two one-dimensional sequences is the similarity of the two corresponding
locations. For each individual, many of these daily trip origin or destination locations are
his personal anchor locations (or anchor locations, as illustrated in the site description and
data section of this chapter), and the specific geographic coordinates of these locations
were calculated in the early processing of his trajectory data (through identifying "stops"
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and clustering "stops" into anchor locations, as illustrated in the site description and data
section of this chapter). The similarity between each pair of corresponding locations can
be measured based on their geographic proximity. Two locations that are closer to each
other are considered more similar and their similarity score is higher. This principle
ensures a higher similarity score for two daily T-A sequences with higher spatial
similarity. For example, a student spent most of Day One in the Liberal Arts Building
taking classes and most of Day Two in the Library studying. The Liberal Arts Building
and the Library are very close to each other. The T-A sequences of these two days
receive a higher similarity score because they have higher spatial similarity. The
similarity of two corresponding locations can also be measured based on location types
(such as restaurants, grocery stores, etc.) or other characteristics of the locations.
However, these types of information are absent from the Beijing Dataset. Thus, location
similarity measurement based on distance only was adopted in this research.
Based on the above distance principle, three methods were used to calculate
similarity scores between locations and construct location similarity matrices. These
methods include inverse distance decay, linear distance decay, and ordinal ranking of
distances. In the location similarity matrix based on inverse distance decay, similarity
scores are inversely related to the distances between two locations. They are calculated
as:
1

𝑆𝑖 = 𝐷 × 𝐴𝑟 , 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, … , 𝑛

(5)

𝑖

Where 𝑆𝑖 is the similarity score for the 𝑖 th pair of locations, 𝐷𝑖 is the Euclidean
distance between the two locations in the 𝑖 th pair, 𝐴𝑟 is a constant, and 𝑛 is the number
of paired locations. 𝐴𝑟 is set based on properly considering the spatial distribution of a
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participant’s anchor locations, so that all similarity scores are within the range of 0-10 in
this dissertation. This similarity range is pre-set by the software package ClustalTXY,
which was used in this research to calculate similarities between T-A sequences. It allows
users to define its own personalized measurement for element similarity. However, it
requires all element similarity scores to be an integer between 0 and 10. This rule was
followed throughout this research. Other rules for element similarity scores may apply
when other software packages or methods are used.
As distance between any two anchor locations can be calculated, the similarity
score for any two of those locations can be calculated with the above equation. It must be
noted that location "A" could be anywhere as it represents all non-anchor locations, thus
distance between "A" and any anchor locations cannot be calculated. A score of 0 (the
lowest score) is assigned to represent the similarity between location "A" and any anchor
locations. A score of 10 (the highest score) is assigned to identical locations. Table 12
shows an example of a location similarity matrix created using inverse distance decay on
Participant 031's trajectory data. Locations "B" to "H" were his anchor locations.
Location "A" represented all non-anchor locations of his. Figure 8 is a map showing the
spatial distribution of his anchor locations.
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Table 12. Participant 031’s location similarity matrix using inverse distance decay.
Location

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

B

---

10

0

0

0

5

0

0

C

---

---

10

1

2

0

3

1

D

---

---

---

10

2

0

1

2

E

---

---

---

---

10

0

4

1

F

---

---

---

---

---

10

0

0

G

---

---

---

---

---

---

10

1

H

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

10

Figure 8. Participant 031's anchor locations.

Another way for constructing location similarity matrix is to use a linear decay
function to calculate similarity scores, where the similarity scores are linearly and
negatively related to the distances, as illustrated in Equation (6).
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𝐷

𝑆𝑖 = 10 − 𝐴𝑖 , 𝑖 = 0, 1, 2, … , 𝑛

(6)

𝑙

where 𝐴𝑙 is a constant set according to the spatial distribution of the anchor locations of a
participant, so that all similarity scores are less than 10. Any negative 𝑆𝑖 from Equation
(6) is reset to 0 to ensure the integrity of similarity scores. Table 13 shows an example of
a location similarity matrix created using linear distance decay on Participant 031's
trajectory data. Similarity score for each pair of anchor locations was calculated using
Equation (6). Similarity scores for non-anchor locations and identical locations were
defined following the same rule above.

Table 13. Participant 031’s location similarity matrix using linear distance decay.
Location

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

B

---

10

0

0

0

5

0

0

C

---

---

10

0

0

0

2

0

D

---

---

---

10

0

0

0

0

E

---

---

---

---

10

0

4

0

F

---

---

---

---

---

10

0

0

G

---

---

---

---

---

---

10

0

H

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

10

Ordinal ranking of distances between locations can be used to construct location
similarity matrix as well. Distances between pairs of anchor locations are ordered from
the smallest to the largest. The smallest distance receives the highest similarity score (an
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integer less than 10, since 10 is for identical locations). The largest distance receives the
lowest similarity score (usually a 0). Similarity score decreases as the rank of the
distances increases. Table 14 shows an example of a location similarity matrix created
using ordinal ranking of distances on Participant 031's trajectory data. Similarity scores
for anchor locations were calculated following the above rules. Note that, in this case, the
smallest distance (between “B” and “F”) which ranked the first was assigned a similarity
score of 5; the anchor location pairs whose distance ranked from the second smallest to
the fifth was assigned a score from 4 to 1; the rest of them all received a score of 0. This
score assignment was somewhat conservative. As participants did not provide any
information about their anchor locations, location types were unknown in this case study.
Even two locations seemed to be very close (as “B” and “F”), they could be completely
different types and irrelevant (such as girlfriend’s house and a restaurant). Thus, a
conservative score of 5 was assigned to the location pair with the smallest distance. Other
score ranges may be more appropriate in other case studies. Similarity scores for nonanchor locations and identical locations were assigned in the same way as the last two
methods.
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Table 14. Participant 031’s location similarity matrix using ordinal ranking of distances.
Location

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

B

---

10

0

0

0

5

0

0

C

---

---

10

0

0

0

3

0

D

---

---

---

10

1

0

0

2

E

---

---

---

---

10

0

4

0

F

---

---

---

---

---

10

0

0

G

---

---

---

---

---

---

10

0

H

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

10

A few concerns need to be addressed here. First, there are other ways to generate
similarity scores based on distances. This research used the above three methods and
tested whether they had an impact on the individual daily T-A pattern identification.
Second, since location similarity was measured based on the physical distance between
two locations (areal units were not used), MAUP is not a concern in this measurement.
Third, each individual had a unique set of anchor locations, which were used to generate
his location similarity matrix. Thus, each individual had its own location similarity
matrices.
Assume Participant 031’s two daily one-dimensional T-A sequences are:
"CDDC" (as S1) and "CEEC" (as S2). Figure 9 shows the alignment of the two
sequences. The two circled locations (location "D" from S1 and Location "E" from S2)
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are a pair of corresponding elements. The similarity of the two corresponding elements is
the similarity of location "D" and "E", which can be found from Participant 031’s
location similarity matrices (Table 12-14). When location similarity matrix based on
inverse distance decay (Table 12) is used, the similarity score for Location "D" and "E" is
2. When location similarity matrix based on linear distance decay (Table 13) is used, the
similarity score for the two locations is 0. When location similarity matrix based on
ordinal ranking of distances (Table 14) is used, the similarity score is 1. Considering 0
and 10 were set to be the lowest and highest similarity scores, location "D" and "E"
appear to have very limited spatial similarity no matter which location similarity matrix is
used.

Figure 9. The alignment of Participant 031's two daily one-dimensional T-A sequences.

Elements in two-dimensional sequences has two attributes: trip origin location
and trip destination location. The similarity score between two corresponding twodimensional elements can be calculated in two steps. First, calculate the similarity score
for the corresponding attributes separately. Second, multiply the two attribute similarity
scores together and standardize the product by dividing it by ten. Since both attributes
contain locations only, location similarity matrices defined above can be used to calculate
similarity scores for each attribute.
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Assume Participant 031’s two daily two-dimensional T-A sequences are: "CdDc"
(as S1) and "CeEc" (as S2). Figure 10 shows the alignment between the two sequences.
The two circled elements ("Cd" from S1 and "Ce" from S2) are a pair of corresponding
elements. The similarity of them can be calculated as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10. The alignment of Participant 031's two daily two-dimensional T-A sequences.

Figure 11. The calculation of similarity score for two corresponding two-dimensional
elements.

Elements in three-dimensional sequences has three attributes: trip
origin/destination location, trip starting/ending time, and the transportation mode. The
similarity score between two corresponding three-dimensional elements can be calculated
following these steps. First, calculate the similarity score for each corresponding attribute
separately. Second, multiply the three attribute similarity scores together and standardize
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the product through dividing it by one hundred. Location similarity matrices can be used
to calculate similarity scores for the first attribute, since it contains origin/destination
locations. Similarity score for the second attribute (contains trip starting/ending time) can
be calculated accordingly on a scale of 0-10. A score of 10 is assigned when the two
times share the same value. Otherwise, a score of 5 is assigned. For the third attribute
(contains transportation mode), a similarity score of 10 is assigned if the two
transportation modes are the same. Otherwise, a score of 8 is assigned. A score of 5 and 8
for discrepancies in time and transportation mode attributes ensures that time difference
was considered more significant for T-A patterns than transportation mode in this
research. Note that other score matrices can be used to quantify similarities regarding
time and transportation mode. For example, two transportation modes may be considered
similar if the travel speeds tend to be similar or if they result in similar travel times for a
certain trip.
Assume Participant 031’s two daily three-dimensional T-A sequences are:
"CibDibDrbCrb" (as S1) and "CicEicErcCrc" (as S2). Figure 12 shows the alignment
between the two sequences. The two circled elements ("Dib" from S1 and "Eic" from S2)
are a pair of corresponding elements. The similarity of them can be calculated following
the steps in Figure 13.
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Figure 12. The alignment of Participant 031's two daily three-dimensional T-A
sequences.

Figure 13. The calculation of similarity score for two corresponding three-dimensional
elements.

Elements in five-dimensional sequences has five attributes: trip origin location,
trip destination location, trip starting time, trip ending time, and transportation mode. The
similarity score between two corresponding five-dimensional elements can be calculated
following very similar steps as three-dimensional elements. First, calculate the similarity
score for each corresponding attribute separately. Second, multiply the five attribute
similarity scores together and standardize the product through dividing it by 10,000.
Similarity scores for the first and second attribute can be calculated using location
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similarity matrices. Similarity scores for the third and fourth attribute can be calculated
following the same rules defined above for the time attribute. Similarity scores for the
fifth attribute can be calculated in the same way as defined above for the transportation
mode attribute.
Assume Participant 031’s two daily five-dimensional T-A sequences are:
"CdiibDcrrb" (as S1) and "CeiicEcrrc" (as S2). Figure 14 shows the alignment of the two
sequences. The two circled elements ("Cdiib" from S1 and "Ceiic" from S2) are two
corresponding elements. Their similarity can be calculated as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 14. The alignment of Participant 031's two daily five-dimensional T-A sequences.
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Figure 15. The calculation of similarity score for two corresponding five-dimensional
elements.

Similarity between T-A Sequences, Sequence Grouping, and the Representative
Sequences
To calculate similarity, two daily T-A sequences need to be aligned first. The
optimal alignment between two sequences can be achieved by transforming one into the
other with the smallest number of character edit operations (including insertion, deletion,
and substitution) (Wilson 1998; Kwan, Xiao, and Ding 2014). This smallest number of
character edit operations required to transform one sequence into the other is called
Levenshtein Distance (LD), or edit distance (Navarro 2001). The similarity between two
daily T-A sequences can be measured as a combined similarity score, which is the sum of
the similarity scores for all aligned pairs of elements minus the penalties for gap opening
and extension operations in order to equal the two sequences (ClustalTXY). Gap Opening
Penalty (GOP) is the cost of adding a new gap of any length to a sequence in order to
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align two sequences (ClustalTXY). Gap Extension Penalty (GEP) is the cost of each item
in a gap (ClustalTXY). The suggested value for GOP is eight and GEP is three by the
ClustalTXY software, so that the final alignment would resemble the general appearance
of the input sequences to some extent (ClustalTXY). The similarity score for a pair of
aligned elements (corresponding elements) can be calculated following the rules defined
in the previous section. A high similarity score indicates a high level of similarity
between the two sequences.
In the case of Participant 031, assume his two daily one-dimensional T-A
sequences are "CEEDDC" (as S1) and "CDDC" (as S2). To obtain the maximum
similarity (optimal alignment) between the two sequences, a gap with the length of two
was introduced in Sequence S2 (Figure 16). Figure 16 shows the alignment between the
two sequences. The calculation of the similarity score for Sequence S1 and S2 is shown
in Figure 17.

Figure 16. The alignment of Sequence S1 and S2.
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Figure 17. Similarity score calculation for Sequence S1 and S2.

Based on the similarity scores calculated for any pair of sequences, all sequences
can be clustered into several groups using the Neighbor-Joining Method (Saitou and Nei
1987). Sequences within a group are more similar to each other than to sequences across
groups. Representative sequences, such as the consensus sequence and median sequence,
can be identified for each group. A consensus sequence is comprised by the most
frequent element at each position from the group of sequences (Wilson 2008). A median
sequence is a sequence from the group which has the minimum sum of differences to all
other sequences in the group (Wilson 2008). These representative sequences reveal the
general pattern of the sequences in a group. It is important to note that a median sequence
can always be identified for a group of sequences while a consensus sequence presents
only when repetitive patterns exist across the sequences within a group.
A sequence alignment software package called ClustalTXY was used in this
research for calculating similarity scores between individual daily T-A sequences,
classifying them into groups, and generating representative sequences. The similarity
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measurement between corresponding elements defined in the previous section was used
as an input file for personalized alignment.

Findings and Discussion
For the two selected participants (ID "022" and "031"), each of their trajectory
data was prepared following the site description and data section of this chapter. Each
participant's anchor locations were identified and labeled. Each of their trips was
represented with trip origin and destination location IDs. For each participant, one-, two-,
three-, and five-dimensional daily T-A sequences were generated following the first
subsection of the methodology section of this chapter. The daily T-A sequences for each
participant were further divided into two groups: weekday sequences and weekend
sequences. Thus, each participant had eight sets of sequences: a weekday set and a
weekend set for each of the four different dimensional sequences.
Following the second subsection of the methodology section of this chapter, three
types of location similarity matrices were generated for each participant. Similarity
measurement for corresponding elements in the one-, two-, three-, and five-dimensional
sequences (as defined in the second subsection of the methodology section of this
chapter) was calculated and uploaded to ClustalTXY software. Sequence alignment was
performed for each set of sequences for each participant using the ClustalTXY software.
Representative sequences were identified and reported. The analysis results of the two
participants' daily T-A patterns are reported in the rest of this section, as well as
sensitivity analysis of pattern identification based on the different location similarity
matrices and sequence dimensions.
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Individual Daily T-A Pattern Discovery and Sequence Dimension
Participant 022's anchor locations are shown in Figure 18. Sequence alignment
results for his one-, two-, three-, and five-dimensional weekday and weekend T-A
sequences are reported in Table 15. Within each sequence set, T-A sequences were
clustered into several groups.

Figure 18. Participant 022's anchor locations.
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Table 15. Grouping patterns and representative sequences of Participant 022’s weekday
and weekend sequence sets.
Sequence
Dimension

1 (n=132)

Weekday
Consensus
Sequence
BCCA

Median
Sequence
BCCAAC

1 (n=45)

Weekend
Consensus
Sequence
BCCB

2 (n=112)

BCCB

BCCB

2 (n=48)

AAAAAA

3 (n=7)

BCCB

BCCB

3 (n=3)

BAAB

1 (n=215)
2 (n=35)

BcCb
BcCb

BcCb
BcCb

1 (n=71)
2 (n=11)

BaAa
AaAaAb

3 (n=1)

BcCb

BcCb

3 (n=14)

AaAaAa

Group

Group

Median
Sequence
BCCB
BAAAAAA
AAA
BAAB

One

Two
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BaAaAaAb
AaAaAaAb
AaAaAaAaA
a

Table 15. (Continued) Grouping patterns and representative sequences of Participant
022’s weekday and weekend sequence sets.
1 (n=94)
2 (n=19)
3 (n=138)

BiaDiaDihCj
hCshBth
BjeCjeAwfB
BjeCjeAte
wf
BjhCkhCseA
BjeCke
seAueBue
DjhCjh

1 (n=83)

-------------

2 (n=10)

-------------

3 (n=3)

AifAifAm
gAng

BneAoeAoaA
oaAoeBqe
AjeAjeAjaAm
aAmeBne
AifAifAmgA
ng

Three

1 (n=29)
2 (n=50)

---------------------

BcjkeAbwxf
BcjkeCbuve

1 (n=21)
2 (n=40)

-------------------------

3 (n=172)

-----------

BcjkhCbvve

3 (n=35)

-------------

Five
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BanoeAbqre
AajoeAapue
AaileAalnaAa
nneAbope

On weekdays, Participant 022's one-dimensional sequences were clustered into
three groups (Table 15). Since Group 3 was very small and had the same representative
sequences with Group 2, Group 2 and 3 were combined into a new Group 2 with a total
of 119 sequences (47 percent of all sequences in this set). The consensus sequence of the
new Group 2 showed there was a general pattern for all the sequences in this group as
"BCCB". This suggested that a typical daily T-A pattern for Participant 022 was from
anchor location "B" to "C" and then from "C" back to "B". It seems like a simple work
day T-A pattern: from home to workplace and then back home. The consensus sequence
of Group 1 showed a little different daily T-A pattern of this participant: from anchor
location "B" to "C", and then from "C" to a non-anchor location "A". This indicated that
Participant 022 went to one or more non-anchor locations after work before going back
home. It could be picking up kids from school, a grocery store trip, or other life
maintenance activities. A lack of a general pattern for after work activities might be the
reason that the consensus sequence did not contain the trips leading the participant back
home. For example, the participant may have only one after work activity on some days
and more on other days. Further, some of these activities may be conducted at anchor
locations, while others are not. Group 1 sequences represented a complex work day T-A
pattern: from home to workplace, then some after work activities before going back
home. In a summary, two daily T-A patterns were discovered from Participant 022's onedimensional weekday sequences: one was simply home-work-home, the other contained
after work activities and appeared to be complex.
Participant 022's two-dimensional weekday sequences were also clustered into
three groups (Table 15). All three groups had the same representative sequences, and
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only one daily T-A pattern was discovered: from anchor location "B" to "C" and then
from "C" back to "B". This is the same with one of the daily T-A patterns discovered
from his one-dimensional weekday sequences.
For three-dimensional sequences, as time and transportation mode information
were added into the sequence, it became challenging to identify a general pattern. This
echoed Hanson and Huff’s study in 1988, in which they found that the less complex the
daily T-A model was (such as a one-dimensional sequence), the more repetition might be
identified; the more complex the daily T-A model was (such as a three-dimensional
sequence), the less repetition could be found in the sequences (Hanson and Huff 1988).
The three-dimensional weekday sequences were also clustered into three groups. Group 1
contained 37 percent of all sequences. The repetitive pattern showed from the consensus
sequence contained only one trip, which was from anchor location "D" to "C" between 9
and 10am in the morning by subway. This should be a part of the home-work trip of the
participant. An explanation for the absence of a work-home trip in the repetitive pattern
may be that the time and/or transportation mode of this trip varied from day to day, or
there were other activities conducted after work at different locations during different
times. Thus, there was no consent on this part. Using the transportation mode
information, we can infer that anchor location "D" may be a subway station. Note that a
short trip from the participant's home "B" (inferred from the one- and two-dimensional
sequences) to "D" was missing from the repetitive pattern. This could be caused by errors
/offsets in GPS data or a generalization error when trip end points were assigned to
anchor locations. Group 2 contained only 8 percent of all the sequences. Its consensus
sequence showed a trip from anchor location "B" to "C" between 9 and 10 am by car.
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Again, the trip from work back home was not in the repetitive pattern and the same
explanation from above applies here too. Group 3 contained 55 percent of all the
sequences and the general pattern revealed from the consensus sequence contained only
the trip from anchor location "B" to "C" between 9 and 11 am by car. The results of
three-dimensional weekday sequences suggested that the morning trip from home to
work was the only identifiable representative trip when location, time, and transportation
mode were all considered, although on some days the participant took subway and on
other days he drove a car. The work-home trip varied significantly in time and
transportation mode from day to day. The activities after work varied greatly in number,
time, and location, making it impossible to identify a general pattern.
For five-dimensional weekday sequences, no general T-A patterns were found
(Table 15). The median sequences seemed to suggest a common daily pattern from
anchor location "B" to "C" and then from "C" back to "B" with slightly different times
and transportation modes. However, this pattern was not repetitive enough to appear as
the consensus sequence. This result once again conformed Hanson and Huff’s finding
in1988 (Hanson and Huff 1988).
Comparing the daily T-A patterns found from Participant 022's one-, two-, three-,
and five-dimensional weekday sequences, we can conclude that two daily T-A patterns
existed for this participant: one was from home to work and then from work back home,
the other was from home to work and then to some after-work activities then back home.
The home-work trips were conducted during consistent hours every morning by either car
or subway, while the work-home trips were conducted at different times by different
transportation modes from day to day, with after-work activities varying in number, time,
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and location. Participant 022's weekday T-A behaviors appeared to be complex. Using
the different dimensional sequences for T-A pattern analysis helped gain a
comprehensive profile of his daily T-A.
On weekends, one-dimensional sequences were clustered into three groups (Table
15). The consensus sequence of Group 1 (contained forty-five sequences, 47 percent of
all sequences in this set) indicated the same home-work-home T-A pattern as found for
the one-dimensional weekday sequences. It means this participant spent nearly half of his
weekends working. The consensus sequence of Group 2 indicated that the participant
visited several non-anchor locations on a weekend day. These locations could be a retail
store, a market, a friend's home, a park, a restaurant, etc. These places were not regularly
visited by this participant. Group 3 of this sequence set was too small, thus its consensus
sequence does not indicate a general T-A pattern of the participant.
Although this participant's two-dimensional weekend sequences were clustered
into three groups, the consensus sequences of all these groups suggested the same T-A
pattern: visiting several non-anchor locations on a weekend day (Table 15). For threeand five-dimensional weekend sequences, no general pattern was found. The only
exception was Group 3 sequences of the three-dimensional weekend sequence set.
However, this group was too small. Its consensus sequence does not indicate a general
pattern. The reason for a lack of general T-A patterns for weekend may be that weekend
activities tend to vary significantly from one weekend day to another in number, location,
time, and transportation mode.
There seemed to be an inconsistency in the weekend T-A patterns discovered
from different dimensional sequences. A working pattern was found from one-
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dimensional sequences but not from the higher dimensional sequences. The reasons may
be that time and transportation mode varied significantly on weekends for the home-work
and work-home trips. Thus, including these information into analyses only added more
"noise" and reduced the chances for identifying commonality. Furthermore, the
computation complexity increased rapidly as the sequence dimension increased, which
might have challenged the effectiveness of the software used in this research.

Individual Daily T-A Pattern Discovery and Location Similarity Matrix
Participant 031's anchor locations are shown in Figure 8. Sequence alignment
results for his one-, two-, and three-dimensional weekday sequences using different
location similarity matrices were reported in Table 16. For all three sequence dimensions,
no matter which location similarity matrix was used, the sequence grouping patterns were
the same: the same number of groups and the same number of sequences in each group.
Further, consensus and median sequences were mostly the same with minimum
differences across all three location similarity matrices and all three sequence dimensions
(Table 16).
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Table 16. Grouping patterns and representative sequences of Participant 031’s weekday
sequence sets using different location similarity matrices.
Sequence
Dimension

Location
Similarity
Matrix

Inverse
Distance
Decay

One

Linear
Distance
Decay

Ordinal
Ranking of
Distances

Group

Consensus
Sequence

Median
Sequence

1
(n=114)

CDD

DDDAA
DDDDD

2
(n=26)

DCCDDD

DDDCC
DDD

3
(n=1)

DCCD

DCCD

1
(n=114)

CDD

DDDAA
DDDDD

2
(n=26)

DCCDDD

DDDCC
DDD

3
(n=1)

DCCD

DCCD

1
(n=114)

DD

DDDAA
DDDDD

2
(n=26)

DCCDDD

DDDCC
DDD

3
(n=1)

DCCD

DCCD
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Grouping Structure

Table 16. (Continued) Grouping patterns and representative sequences of Participant
031’s weekday sequence sets using different location similarity matrices.

Inverse
Distance
Decay

Two

Linear
Distance
Decay

Ordinal
Ranking
of Distances

1
(n=116)

CdDd

DcCdDd

2
(n=6)

EdDd

EdDd

3
(n=19)

Aa

AaAaAa
AaAaAa
BbBa

1
(n=116)

CdDd

DcCdDd
Dd

2
(n=6)

EdDd

EdDd

3
(n=19)

Aa

AaAaAa
AaAaAa
BbBa

1
(n=116)

DcCdDd

DcCdDd
Dd

2
(n=6)

EdDd

EdDd

3
(n=19)

Aa

AaAaAa
AaAaAa
BbBa
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Table 16. (Continued) Grouping patterns and representative sequences of Participant
031’s weekday sequence sets using different location similarity matrices.

Inverse
Distance
Decay

Three

Linear
Distance
Decay

1
(n=119)

Dkb

DabCabCjb
DkbDkaDka

2
(n=3)

AifGifGi
aGiaGvb
Dvb

AofBofBoaB
oaBwfDxf

3
(n=19)

-------------

AjaAnaAqa
AqaAqcAqc
AqaAqaAsh
AwhAwaAx
aBxaBxaBxf
Axf

1
(n=119)

Dkb

DabCabCjb
DkbDkaDka

2
(n=3)

GiaGiaG
maEmaG
vbDvb

AofBofBoaB
oaBwfDxf

3
(n=19)

-------------

AjaAnaAqa
AqaAqcAqc
AqaAqaAsh
AwhAwaAx
aBxaBxaBxf
Axf

1
(n=119)

Dkb

DabCabCjb
DkbDkaDka

2
(n=3)

GiaGiaG
maEmaG
vbDvb

AofBofBoaB
oaBwfDxf

-------------

AjaAnaAqa
AqaAqcAqc
AqaAqaAsh
AwhAwaAx
aBxaBxaBxf
Axf

Ordinal
Ranking
of Distances
3
(n=19)
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The results from Participant 031's weekday one-dimensional sequences showed
that, no matter which location similarity matrix was used, Group 3 contained only one
sequence and it corresponded well with the consensus sequence of Group 2. Thus Group
3 was combined with Group 2 (Table 16). Group 1 contained about 20 percent of all
sequences with a consensus sequence of "DCCDDD". This indicated that, on about one
in five weekdays, the participant took a round trip between anchor location "D" and "C".
These two locations might be the participant's home and workplace. The trip "DD" after
the round trip might be resulted from multiple trip end locations being assigned to the
same anchor location "D". For example, the participant travels from anchor location "C"
to "D" by bus, and then walk from the bus stop "D" to home in a short trip. In this case,
the bus stop and home may both be marked as anchor location "D". This is related to the
algorithms of clustering trip end points and identifying anchor locations. The combined
Group 2 sequences shared a consensus sequence of "CDD" or "DD". It means that, on the
other weekdays, the only T-A in common was a trip from anchor location "C" to "D" or a
very short trip around anchor location "D". Overall, there was only one general daily T-A
pattern for Participant 031, and this pattern only accounted for one fifth of all his
weekdays, no matter which location similarity matrix was used. On the rest of the
weekdays, his T-As were highly irregular, thus no complete daily pattern was identified.
Location similarity matrices appeared to have limited impact on the daily T-A patterns
identified from Participant 031’s one-dimensional weekday sequences.
For two-dimensional weekday sequences, no matter which location similarity
matrix was used, some consistent results showed. First, all sequences were clustered into
three groups and each group had the same number of sequences (Table 16). Second,
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Group 2 contained only six sequences (4 percent of all sequences in this set) and the
common T-A among them was a trip from anchor location "E" to "D". Last, Group 3
contained nineteen sequences (13 percent of all) and its consensus sequence was a trip
between two non-anchor locations. However, different location similarity matrices led to
the identification of different daily T-A patterns. When inverse distance decay and linear
distance decay matrices were used, the general T-A pattern revealed from Group 1's
consensus sequence contained only one trip from anchor location "C" to "D" ("Dd" was a
very short trip around anchor location "D" thus could be ignored as explained above). No
complete daily round-trip T-A pattern was discovered, indicating that the participant's
daily T-As were highly irregular. However, when ordinal ranking of distances matrix was
used, a complete daily pattern was discovered, which was from anchor location "D" to
"C" then from "C" back to "D" (again "Dd" can be ignored). This seemed like a homework round trip and it accounted for over 80 percent of his work days. Therefore, the
selection of location similarity matrices had a certain impact on the patterns identified.
For three-dimensional weekday sequences, the sequence grouping patterns and
consensus sequences were mostly the same except for minor differences among
consensus sequences of Group 2 (Table 16). However, Group 2 contained only three
sequences (2 percent of all), thus patterns revealed from the consensus sequence could
not be considered as a general pattern for all three-dimensional weekday sequences.
Thus, any difference across Group 2 consensus sequences could be ignored. There was
no general daily T-A pattern detected from three-dimensional weekday sequences
regardless of location similarity matrix used.
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Overall, Participant 031's daily T-As were found highly irregular. Location
similarity matrix was found to have a certain level of impact on the T-A patterns
discovered. Moreover, sequence dimension might also have led to differences in the T-A
patterns discovered. As sequence dimension increased, it became more challenging and
complex to identify general patterns. This corresponded well with the findings by Hanson
and Huff (1988).
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES
Conclusions
This research proposed new space-time modeling techniques for discovering
urban population daily collective activity patterns and individual T-A patterns using GPS
trajectory data. Collective activity patterns were revealed by the locations and dynamics
of urban activity hot spots. GPS trajectory data of taxi cabs from San Francisco were used
to extract urban population activity instances. By identifying and tracing the development
processes of activity hot spots on a Tuesday and a Saturday, collective activity patterns
on a weekday were compared with that on a weekend day. The results showed that
weekday activities started early in the morning and ended around midnight while
weekend activities started in the late morning and lasted until the next morning. Activity
hot spots constructed based on historical average data were used as a prediction for upcoming collective activity patterns. Error analysis using confusion matrix, commission
and omission errors showed that the prediction was reasonably accurate. These results
indicated that the proposed modeling technique could effectively identify temporal
variations in urban population collective activity patterns and the future collective
activity patterns could be predicted at a reasonable accuracy rate. Individual daily T-A
were modeled as daily T-A sequences. By grouping similar sequences and extracting
representative sequences, individual daily T-A patterns were revealed. GPS trajectory
data for two participants from the Microsoft Research Asia GeoLife Project was used for
case studies. The results showed that one participant had two equally important daily T-A
patterns and the other participant had no apparent patterns. The sensitivity analysis
suggested that sequence dimension had an impact on the general daily T-A patterns
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discovered: it became harder to find general patterns as sequence dimension increased.
However, sequences of different dimensions together helped to construct an individual's
daily T-A profile. Different location similarity matrices may have a certain level of
impact on the general T-A pattern discovered. These results indicated that the proposed
modeling technique could effectively identify a certain number of (including 0)
representative daily T-A sequences of an individual, and it was sensitive to the dimension
of daily T-A sequences and the location similarity measurements at a certain level. As the
existence of multiple or none representative daily T-A sequences of an individual
indicates day-to-day variations of the individual’s daily T-A patterns, the proposed
modeling technique could effectively identify temporal variations in individual daily T-A
patterns.

Connections with Urban Studies
Information and communication technologies enabled the collection of "big data",
such as GPS trajectory data, smart phone records, social media posts, etc. Many recent
studies in urban geography explored the potential of such data in improving urban
planning and urban management. As spatial and temporal information can both be
derived from such data, these studies provide us a dynamic understanding of urban
lifestyles rather than the traditional static views. Cities empowered with real-time
knowledge and intelligence for better decision making and management by digital
technology are regarded as "smart cities" (Steenbruggen, Tranos, and Nijkamp 2015).
This section illustrates how the modeling and analysis of collective and individual T-A
patterns can support the establishment of "smart cities".
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Identifying urban functional regions (e.g., residential, commercial, business, etc.)
and land use types is essential to urban planning and land use management. Filion (2000)
defined urban "monofunctional areas" and "multifunctional areas" based on activities
occurred within a 24-hour span. "Monofunctional areas" are areas with a single land-use
type and only active for one period of time during a day (e.g., suburban residential areas,
industrial areas, etc.), while "multifunctional areas" are areas with mixed land-use types
and active for multiple periods of times during a day (e.g., downtown office, shopping,
and entertainment areas, Bianchini 1995). This concept has been used in urban planning
and development strategies to help stimulate the economy of a city (Lovatt and O'Connor
1995). Recent studies extended the types of activities in this concept from physical only
to social media and mobile phone activities (Becker et al. 2011; Zhan, Ukkusuri, and Zhu
2014; Crooks et al. 2015; Dunkel 2015; Wang et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2017; Gao,
Janowicz, and Couclelis 2017). These studies also used the differences in activity patterns
in a daily cycle, a weekly cycle, a monthly cycle, and seasonal cycles in identifying
different functional regions and land use types. Urban population collective level T-A
pattern analysis across space and over time help us understand how people use different
types of urban space over different temporal cycles; and the individual level analysis
helps explain how friends and random strangers end up sharing the same public space.
These types of analysis can in turn support more accurate classification of urban
functional regions and land use types.
Urban segregation is another important topic in urban planning and development.
Segregations can be cultural (e.g., ethnic, language, religion, etc.) or socio-economic
(e.g., income, education, professions, etc.) within urban areas. Many studies examined
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the issue by focusing on but not limited to inequalities in access to groceries, healthy
food, green space, and other urban amenities. Others focus on political recruitment and
student performance among school districts. However, these approaches on segregation
are mostly place-based. Recent studies took on a new approach, people-based approach,
by examining individuals' T-A spaces using GPS or mobile phone data, and relating the
differences with their cultural and socio-economic characteristics or urban neighborhoods
(Jarv et al. 2015; Shelton, Poorthuis, and Zook 2015; Xu et al. 2015). The differences in
individuals' T-A spaces include number of activity locations, the spatial distribution of
activity locations, and the spatial extent of activity spaces. Collective and individual level
T-A pattern analysis helps to reveal the differences in individual and group T-A spaces
and explore how these differences change as various observation period is adopted.
Identifying spatial interaction (movement) patterns within urban areas is essential
for travel demand modeling, transportation planning, and traffic management. Most
previous studies used the household travel survey data, which includes a smaller sample
of the urban population (usually one to two thousand individuals) over one or two days.
The spatial interaction patterns extracted from such data may not be representative of the
whole urban population, neither can it reveal the changes of such patterns over time.
Recent studies modeled spatial interaction patterns using GPS data, mobile phone
records, or social media data (Becker et al. 2011; Calabrese et al. 2013; Alexander et al.
2015; Zhou et al. 2016). A large number of people (tens of thousands) are usually
included in the sample, and their data collection period spans from weeks to months.
Home, work, and other activity locations can be inferred from such data. Individual and
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collective T-A pattern analysis proposed in this research helps to determine an
appropriate temporal cycle for the spatial interaction patterns.
Location-based services is one of the strategies of stimulating urban economic
growth. Collective T-A pattern modeling helps urban planners answer questions like how
people use urban space spatially and temporally, such as which group of people are likely
to return to downtown for activities during the weekends; which group of people are
likely to stay downtown for dinner or entertainment after work during weekdays (Becker
et al. 2011). Individual T-A pattern modeling helps to establish a personalized profile for
each person, thus urban service providers can identify individuals that are likely to
present at certain places during certain hours of a day and a week. Individual and
collective T-A pattern modeling both ensures the accurate delivery of location-based
services (Noulas et al. 2012; Hasan and Ukkusuri 2015).
Urban sustainability is also one of the objectives of "smart cities". Individual and
collective T-A pattern modeling can help compute individually and collectively carbon
dioxide emissions and energy consumptions on a daily level, a weekly level, a monthly
level, and a yearly level (Becker et al. 2013). This types of modeling can also help
compute individual exposure to air pollutions during different periods of time. This helps
cities to create a healthy living environment and a sustainable management of natural
resources.

Future Studies
Collective and individual T-A pattern modeling techniques provide transportation
geographers tools to study travel activity behaviors of urban people. Recall the
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fundamental assumption in transportation geography that each individual repeats the
same T-A every day and the T-A behaviors of people from a sample on one randomly
chosen day is representative of the long-term T-A behaviors of the population. This
assumption can be tested with the proposed modeling techniques in this research, as soon
as long-term T-A data from a sufficient and unbiased sample of urban population became
available. The case study results in this research were somewhat interesting. It showed
that collective activity patterns differed significantly from a weekday to a weekend day,
and the prediction of upcoming collective activity patterns based on the assumption of a
weekly cycle was pretty accurate. This clearly contradicted the assumption that one-day
data was enough for modeling collective T-A patterns. Furthermore, the individual level
analysis found one of the two participants had two equally important daily T-A patterns
and the other participant had no obvious pattern. This also contradicted the assumption
that each individual had one daily routine of T-A. Future studies may focus on testing the
assumption, as well as exploring the relationship between individual patterns and
collective patterns. Results from such studies may change the design of transportation
surveys, transportation demand analysis, and urban planning.
This research used GPS trajectory data to study individual and collective T-A
behaviors, as it is easy to collect for a long period of time and contains precise location
and time information compared to traditional travel surveys. However, the case study
GPS data were not perfect. The San Francisco dataset may only represent urban
commercial, tourism, and entertainment activities as it contained the trajectories of taxi
cabs instead of regular people. The Beijing dataset contained a very limited number of
people who might come from the same workplace and lacked any other information
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about them. Thus, the trajectory data may be limited or biased for generating any
prototypes of individual daily T-A patterns for the general urban population, neither was
it able to build any link between the prototypes and the individual-level characteristics.
Moreover, some of the T-A behaviors were not recorded by the participants due to
privacy concerns or technical issues. Data incompleteness and inconsistency were
challenges. Bigger and better datasets are needed. As GPS and location-based services
grow faster, future studies will be able to use trajectory data sets from a variety of
sources. Automobiles are equipped with a GPS device and smart phones are inserted with
a GPS chip. Data collection does not have to be limited to certain types of service
vehicles (e.g., taxi cabs, buses, etc.) or certain groups of people (e.g., from a research
institution) anymore. Data sources other than GPS trajectory data may also be used to
study urban population T-A behaviors. Mobile phone records may contain more accurate
location information as the accuracy of cell tower triangulation improves. Social media
data may be used to study people's T-A behaviors as they constantly post their locations
and activities online.
There were a few concerns with the proposed modeling procedures. For the
individual level modeling, the process of identifying T-A events and lining them up
chronologically to create sequences might have introduced some errors. These may be
related to particular algorithms used or the spatial and temporal scales adopted. For
example, how trip end points were identified, clustered, and assigned to an anchor
location might impact the constructing of sequence elements. This study used
ClustalTXY for analyzing individual’s daily T-A sequences. Its sequence alignment and
clustering algorithms may have room to improve. For example, it seemed to be pre-
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determined that a set of sequences were always clustered into three groups, even with two
of the three groups sharing the same consensus sequences. Moreover, the scale of
similarity between corresponding elements were fixed to be between 0 and 10. However,
to the authors’ knowledge, ClustalTXY was the only available software package to
handle multi-dimensional sequence alignment analysis. Future work could seek to
develop assessment methods on the representativeness of consensus or median
sequences.
Another concern was the potential impact of MAUP (MTUP) in the detection of
collective activity hot spots. The spatiotemporal unit used in the analysis was the
combination of census tracts and one-hour intervals. This was appropriate for the analysis
in this research considering the size of the study area and the expected number of
activities in each census tract per hour. Future studies may incorporate census data with
the dynamics of the activity hot spots, in order to link the collective activity patterns with
neighborhood characteristics. Other sets of grids combining with other time intervals may
also be investigated in the future to build a full spectrum of the patterns under
investigation. Approaches of this type would help test for the impact of other space-time
scales on the collective activity patterns found.
Another concern was related to the spatial accuracy of the activity locations that
were inferred from the taxi trajectory dataset. Both the accuracy of the census tract
boundary and the accuracy of the derived activity locations might create chances for an
activity not being placed into the correct census tract. Methods to improve the spatial
accuracy of mapping the activity locations from this kind of dataset should be
investigated in the future.
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The last concern was related to a lack of effective visualization techniques for
displaying the life cycle and development stages of activity hot spots and the space-time
daily T-A patterns of individuals. Snapshots in two-dimensional space were used for
displaying collective activity patterns and a map of anchor locations and T-A sequences
were used for displaying individual daily T-A patterns. Future works may explore a 3D
approach that can effectively incorporate the time dimension into the T-A patterns.
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